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PREFACE 
The pI1l'p08e ot this thesis is to 1nd1cate the difficult)" involved in 
dra1ld.ng a frontier between German Austria and YugoslaVia at tbl Par1s Peace 
Conterence ot 1919. This difficulty deri .. s _1nly troll the tact that the 
Sloven1an naUon, the mOlt nortAm-l.1 ot the YugoalaY nations, was never un1ted 
under the AWltr1an Monarchy, but rather was divided into historical Crmmlands 
of the Empire. 
The author of this thew uses the term. "Austro-S1o'Wmianlf rather 
than "Austro-Yugoelav" with Nt.renee to the trontier question, since it was in 
reality an Austro-S1onnian problem, having its roots deep in the put. The 
problem had existed long before the creation of YugoelaYia in 1918, and. WOt.1l.d 
a.nevi tably have been raiaed e'Nll 111 thout regard to the tormation of the new 
state, involving as it did two neighboring natiOns, rather than two separate 
states. 
This thesis is d.1Y1ded into tour main parts. The first part pre-
sents a short history of Slo'Wtnia, showing the difficult struggle of the small. 
nation tor survival and tor territorial un11'ication. Here also the problem ot 
"Qenaan1aationlt i8 explained by way or demonatrat1ng the difficulty involved 
in drawing the luatro-S1oven1an trontier. 5econdl.y, the structure of the 
Peace Cont.reM"" i8 considered, along with the work of the various camm1ttees 
1v 
v 
appointed to deal with the problem. Thirdly, the trontier question as pre-
sented to the Peace Conference is discussed with reference to the various 
stages in the drafting of the Treaty. Here are 1ncluded the Slovenian claims, 
the Austrian counter-proposals, arr:i the dec1sions ot the Conference, along with 
concorn1tant problems. Finally, the plebiscite in Carinthia is considered in 
the light of the reasons why the Slovenian representat.ives, who based their 
arguments for the liberation of Slovenia tram t.he Austrian Monarchy on the 
right of selt-determination, were also strongly opposed to a plebiscite in Car .. 
inthia and Styria. 
Becaus. Slovenia was at this time un:l8l" Ge1'll811 rule, all geographical 
locations mentioned in the text have both German and Slavenian na.s. Append.1x 
I provides a ccapl.ete listing of all place names used in this thesis along with 
corresponding names in other language.. Several mapa have aleo been 1ncluded 
by way of clarifying the frontier question at various stages of its develop-
ment. Theee mapa, eight in number, are interpolated into the text of the thes-
is at the stage to which they most nearly reteI'. 
The author ot this thesis wishes to express his deep-felt gratitude 
to the Slovenian l<~ranciscan f'athers of St. Mary's Seminar.v at IAtmont, nlin~ 
for the use of their excellent library in which much important source II&terial 
for this theSis was found. Special thanks are hereby extended to F'ather Kan-
mil' Zakrajlek, O. F. M., retired founder of St. Mary's s.inar,y, for his en-
couragement, and to Father Kalist Langerholc, O. F. M., tor his ld.nd assistance 
in the prepara~i?n ot this theeie. 
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CHAPl'ER I 
A Sfi{J\T HI&'TCRY Ol" SLCNENIA 
In this chapter, a short outline of Slovenian histor;y 1s presented, 
with special regard to t.he problem of "Germanization." This is necessary to 
a better understanding or the Auatro-Slovenian front.ier question. 
The Sloveniarus were the only Slavic people who settled in the east.-
ern Alps.1 After the migration of nations, the ancestors of the Slovenians 
settled down in a territory which was about two-thirds larger than the terri-
tory presently occupied by them. On the north they reached the Danube trOll 
the River Traun to Wienerwald. Their neighbors to the nOl'th were the Czechs 
and WoraViana, to the nort.hwest the Bavarians, to the southwest the Lahgobards, 
to the south the Croatians, and to the east the Avars. They occupied about 
60,000 8qure km., whereae present-day Slovenian territory measures only about 
2L,ooo square km. 2 
In the first half of the seventh oentur.r, sources state that the 
Slovemana had their own state, with a duke at its head. The duke was elected 
1 See Map 1. p. 2. 
2 Franc Kos, Itlz zgodovtne Jugoalovanov v Ie stem sto1etjupo Kristu-
su", Izvestja MuHjskel8 nrurtvs aa Kranjsko, .Ljubljana, 1898, IV; Dogo Oraten-
suer, tlNedaj vpr81an3 iz dose naairjevanja julh1h Slovanov", zfodortnSk1 68So-
.E!!, Ljubljana, IV, 1950; L. Hauptman, "Les rapport,s des .8;yzan ins avec lea 
RIaves at Avars pendant 18 second m01 ti6 du VI siecle" , [lxzantion, 1927-1929. 
1 
_>:to; 
ItAP 1* 
ALPINE SLAVS Al<'TER THE MIGRATIONS 
*Source: Gratenauer et ala t ~j\odovina, Appendix: .Mapa. 
lAgend: 
1 Slovenian territor,y in the ninth century. 
2 Present-day Slovenian ethnic terri tory. 
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bY' the people. For auout one hundred years, the dukes of Carinthia were in-
dependent-that is, fran the time of Valuk, about 6)0, to the time of Dorut 
in 145. The capital was Karnburg on Zollfeld, north of lUagenfurt. After the 
name of its capital the whole nation was called Carantani. The whole structure 
of the state was based on tribal orpn1zation, and it is in this sense of a 
tribal organization that the term "state" should be understood. The oldest man 
of every tribe was at the same time the representative of the tribe as a prin-
ceps. At the head at this organization was the duke, elected bY' all the free-
men. Later the office of duke became her.ditary in a faaily, but he was still 
formallY' elected by the ~.ncip!. of' the tribes. The whole ceremony of his 
election and confirmation was distinctive and has no compar1son in h1story.) 
In 745 the Duke Bornt asked the Bavarians for help against an inva-
sion of the Avars. The BaVarians helped in the fight against the Avars and 
Borut in consequence had to acknOlrledge Bavarian supremacy. 4 The Carinthians 
retained their Sloven1an dukes, who were still elected by' the Er1ncip!!s; but 
before the installation they had to be confirmed by the Bavarian duke, ond 
later by the king of the Frames. During this period the Slovem.ans were slow-
ly developing from a tribal organization into a feudal state organization.5 
Wi th the recogni t10n of Bavarian supremacy, the Sloven1ans also came 
into contact with Christianity. During the time of Duke Gorazd (749-751) and 
.3 Josip Gruden, Zgodovina S10venskesa naroda, Ce1ovec, 1912-1916, 
45-46; BOf;O Oralenauer, Du'an Perovt6, ana Jaros1av ~1aak, eds., Zgodovina 
narodov Juggs1avije, Ljubljana, 195), 1)7-138. 
den, 
4 Matico Potoon1k, Vojvodina Koro~ka, Ljubljana, 1910, 
Zaodov1na, 65, Grafenauer et a1., zgoaoV!n~, 14). 
5 lforavsld, al,Q¥"nn'd jCprot1M, Celovec, 1919, 17. 
II, 19; Grn-
4 
his successor notimir (751-769), the tirst Slovenians aocepted the Christian 
re11gion.6 At the same time the first miesionar.y bishop was sent into Carin-
thia, and with him oame many Irish missionaries. After the death of Hot1.m1r 
a pagan rebellion broke out and Duke Valtunk found it neoeSS817 to again oall 
upon the Bavarians for help. After the rebellion the Slovenians of: central 
Carinthia for the most part aocepted the new religion. 
The n()ermanization" of the Slovenians started with this acceptance 
of the Christian religion. The missionaries ca.'Ie usually from Salzburg, and 
with them came German influence. The Archbishoprio of Salzburg acquired new 
lands in the valley of the Danube, where the first German settlements were 
founded. In 811, the F/iver Drava was established as a line of division bet ... e! 
the Archbishopric of Salzburg and the Patriarcq, of Aquilea.7 'thus, both 
seats of the church or~.lU\ization were situated outside Slovenian territory. 
In 820 Carinthia lost its Slovenian dukes. In that year the Sloven-
ians came to the aid of the Croat1ans, who were engaged in a war against the 
Franks. The Slavs lost the war, and most of the Slovenian nobil1ty was killed. 
in battle. All the lands of the nobility were confiscated, and fell to the 
F4peror, Louis the Pious. Louis distributed these lands among his Bavarian 
and Frankish valius. at the same time he appointed a German duke for the whole 
of Carinthia, who held office for 11£e.8 With the loss of their nobility, the 
6 Gruden, Zgodovina, 63-65; Orafenauer et 81., Zeavins, 143-144. 
1 Gr'l'd9n" Zgodovina, 70, Grafenauer at al., ZgoooVina, 146; Potoc-
nik, VOJvodin& Koroika, tI, 2j. 
8 Gruden, Zgodovina, 74-16 J Grafenauer at al., Zgodov1na, 141-11.18. 
Poto~n1k, Vojvod1na Koro!ka, fI, 25. 
the Slovenians lost the leading element of their medieval society. The German 
nobility now decided the future destiny of Slovenian lands. With the new nobi1 
ity came new families, knights, and aervants, who changed the whole national 
structure of !:aovenia. The greater part of the Slovenian inhabitants came 
under the feudal rulo of these new lords, as their bondmen. 9 Only a few free-
men esoaped serfdom. 
Since the Caj?itularia of Charlema.gne had stipulated that everyone 
should be judged according to his Itlex originia", the Slovenians were allowed 
their own courts, which were conducted in the Sloven1an language until the 
middle of the thirteenth c:entury.10 There are many 1nd1catims that the in-
stallation of a new duke still took pluce in the Slovonian language until the 
be&tinning of tho fifteenth century. The rite of installation is described in 
an insenin the Schwa~onsp1egelJ it is also mentioned by many chroniclers.U 
Of.olear out. rter Geul, writing at the beginning of the fourteenth century, des-
cribes the rite of installation in a chronicle some hundred thousand verses in 
length, and known today as Oasterreich:lsc1'!. _R ..... 6im ....... C,;..,.hr .... on1k ....... _' 
Die herren sullen r{~eren in 
fur den gebaren hin, 
der da S1 tzet 6.r dell stein 
derselbe sol ein bein 
9 Groden, ZSOdov1na, 11-80. Graf'enauer,at al., Zsodovina, 148-1$0. 
10 Moraveki, Slovenski Korotan, 11-18, ';rafenauer at 81., Zsodovina, 
158-159. 
." 'tI 11 ".~ .• B.", Ust01ice~ koroskih vOJvod, Ljubljana, 1908, 16, 20-22, 
2u, 26; PotoC'nik, VojvO'dina fo ka, 45; Moraveki, Slavenak! Korotan, 18-19, 
Oratenauer at al., Zgodov1.na, fIji; Mirko Rupel ad., '1ii1vazorjevo berilo, Ljub-
ljana, 1951, 162-16j. 
6 
ar daz ander 18 gan 
windisoher rede sol or phlegen.12 
In the second half of the fourteenth century the chronicler Johannes 
von Victring in his ~ .... C8_r_tarum _ historiarum wrote as follows: "Rusticua' 
autem S'.1per 1apidem Gedens Sc1avice proclamabit. Quis est iate, qui progredi-
tur sic incendens?,,13 In the latter part of the fifteenth century the chronic 
ler Jakob Unrest wrote in his Chronicon Carinthiacum: 
. 
From olden times the dukes of Carinthia had the right, when they 
were accused before . the Roman Emperor or King, or when they were 
addressed by him, to defend themselves in the ~iindish 1an&'l!8.£!J 
therefore Car1nthia is indeed a Ylindiah l'aiid.'ltt 
---- ------ - - -
In 1227, the German poet-knight Ulrich yon Li.chtenste1n arrived in Carinthia 
attired in the costume of a Venus, and wrote that the dulce of Carinthia, Ber-
nard Sponcheim, greeted him in SloYenian: "buge W8Z prim! gralva Venus." lS 
This would indicate that until the fifteenth century the Slovenian language was 
re[~arded as the language of the lind, being spoken not only by the peasants, but 
12 Moravski, Slovenski Korotan, 16. The Eni1ish translation would 
reach "T~ nobles shOuId lead him CJi'ie duktiJ before a freeman, who, sitting on 
the stone [the duke' s stoneJ , should cross his legs and should speak in the 
iVindish tongue." The italics in foreign quotations throughout are inserted by 
the author of this thesis, unless otherwise indicated. 
13 Moravaki, SlOV6i1sk1 Kllrotall, 19. 
14 Ibid: "Von alIter haben all hartsogn von Kerndten die Freiheit 
gehabt, wann ;;;Vor sinen r&nischen khayser oder kunig ve%'klagt sind wordn, 
oder anr,esprochen, so haben sy sich in windiseher :!Erach verantwurt; darumb ~ 
Kerndtn ein rechts windisch land i.t:" 
. - -------
IS lforavslP-, Slovenski Korotan, 19J itA. B.It, Ustoli<!e!!Je, 2SJ Pote&. 
nik, VOJvodina Koro~ka, ~-j8; Gruden, ~Ovina, 179. !he .F..nglish translation 
would reiUia "Greetings in the Lord, 1"0 Venus. It 
1 
by the German nobility 8S well. ~condly .. it would indicate that the word 
iJ.ind1sh is equivalent in meaning to Sloven1an-a fact that was later denied by 
-
Austrian politicians at the Peace Conference in 1919 for political reasons. 
In the middle of the ninth century the Slovenians on the east side of 
the River Mura enjoyed independence for a short while under the rule of Duke 
Prib1na (840-861) .. and his 90n Koce1j (861-874) .16 Durint; the re.ihn of Kocelj, 
the SlaVic apostles Cyril and Methodius Visited the land. They translated the 
Missal into Slovenian, and obtained permission from the Pope to say Mass in the 
Slovenia.n language. The Archbishops of Salzburg, however, feared the loss or 
their influence O'8er this land, ani imprisoned Bishop :Methodiu8. 00y after 
decisive intervent'ton by the Holy See was he released. After the death or 
Methodius his d1 sciples had to leave the country by order of the Archbishop of 
Salzburg. They journeyed into Dalmatia, and also into Serbia and Bulgarla.11 
Toward the middle of the tenth century the Hungarians occupied the 
vast Danube valley. At that time the Roman J£mperor established Great Carinthia 
as a border province against invasion by the Hungarians. (:reat (;arinthia com-
bined all the territories once occupied by the ~lovenians and the Furlania.18 
The duke of Great Carinthia W3D appointed fer life by the F..mperor. Each of his 
successors belonged to a different noble familyj in this way the Emperor tried 
16 Sago Grafanauer, IfVpra~anje konca Kocljeve v1ade v 3podnji ;:'8Oon-
iji", ZHooOVinsld ~8opiS, Ljubljana, VI-VII, 1952-1953, 171-190, Gratanauer at 
al., Zgooovina, :1:50::1:>1: 
v 11 ~ra.cotin LonC'ar, The Slovenes: !! ~)ocial H1sto1' !nthony J. Klan-
car. trans., Cleveland, Ohio, m9, 6:7 J Gruden, Z@ovina, 1-88 J Orafenauer e1 
al., ZL£odov1na., 150-153. 
18 Gruden, ZJ;a"OCiovina, 89-94, Grafenauer at al., Zgodov1na, 153-154. 
8 
to prevent the~titlo from becoming hereditary. At the same time, however, largE 
parts of Great Carinthia were hereditar,y possessions ot' the feudal nobility. 
These great fiefs were held directly under the Emperor, hence the aUthority of 
the dukes of Carinthia was not great.. These fiefs slowly developed into the 
Aust.rian Crownlands of Styrla, Lower Austria, Garniola, the County of Gorizia, 
the District of Meste, Ist.r1a, and F'url&nia. Carinthia itself .+:inally became 
hered1tary.19 After a long struggle between the noble famUies, the Hapsburg 
family incorporated into its possessions all of these lands, one after the 
other. In 1282 t.~ Hapsburgs absorbed Lower Austria and Styris; in 1335 they 
inherited Carmola and Carinthia, in l37h they in.~erited the County of Gorina, 
and in 1382 the city of 'l'r1oste requested Hapsburg protection against Venice.20 
Thus, from the end of the fourteenth century to November 11, 1918, the Haps-
burgs were hereditary rulers over all the Slovenian terri tory. 
from t.1J.e later middle agee, to comparntively recent times, the word 
"Sloveniantt meant at the SmDe time a peasant. The Slovenian national boundary 
was established by the end of the fifteenth century, and it did not change 
until about seventy years hEifers World ~'~ar I, when systematic IlGemanization" 
commenced. 
The second period of "Germa..'l1l1>o,tion" took place when Maria Theresa 
and Joseph II initiated a program of new reforms to centralize the hereditary 
lallds of Hapsburg. The whole administration was transformed from a feudal 8ys-
tam to a centralized state administration in which the German lane,"Uage became 
19 Gruden, ZgodoviM, 94-99; Grafenauer at al., Zgodovina, 154-1%. 
20 Orafenauer at al., Z~odov1na, 699-700, Gruden, Zsodov1na, 214, 221, 
232, 276. 
9 
~ 
the official language in the place of Latin. The Patent of 1782, lItlich gave 
personal liberty to the peasants, was very important for the SlO'1emans.21 
The land which the peasant worked was still not his own property, and he was 
still required to perform the feudal duties. He was, however, personally free. 
This meant that he could leave the lord and choose another job, without the 
lord' s permission. As a consequence, he could also send hiD children to high-
er schools. flith this a SlO'1sman intell1gentsi~ started to develop, and in 
the cities the Slovenian element became stronger. A new class, namely the 
Slovenian middle class, evolved. This evolution pointed ahead to the struggle 
of the SlO'1enian people for recognition as a nat.ion in the nineteenth century. 
Wi th the Napoleonic wars German national feeling was intensified, and 
after the Congress of Vienna, the idea of a united Germany gained a firm hold. 
It was developed in all its aspects and rllD1!ications by the German philosoph-
ers, statesmen aOO by the ,!!!te1l1sentsia. The idea enlisted enthusiastic sup-
porters in the cities and towns &rd, toward the end of the nineteenth century, 
among the peasants and workers. With this German national renaissance the last 
great fight for the Slovenian lands started, a fight which was to continue up 
to recent times. 
While, in 1848, the Germans were demanding a united Germany, the 
Slovenians also asserted for the first time their claims for a united Slovenian 
administration. All the lands where the Slovenian language was spoken should 
be united, they argued, in a separate administrative unit with Slovenian as the 
official language for the schools, the courts, and for the whole admin1stra-
21 Oruden, Zgodovina, 992. 
10 
tion.22 
The major problem here WliS that the terri tory occupied by the 510-
venians at that time did not extend to the boundaries of the historical Crown-
lands of the Hapsburg Monarchy. In Carinthia only the southern part was 510-
venian--up to the so-called "historical line" established in the fifteenth 
century.2) The same was ,also true of Styria where only the southern part was 
Slovenian. Only the County of Goriz1a and Carniola were wholly Slovenian. A 
part of Slovenian land was included in Istria and another part fell within the 
dist.rict of Trieste. Prekmurje was a part of Hungary.24 Any unification of 
t.hese lands would mean breaking up the historical Cronnlands and forming a new 
administrative unit.2S Against the claims for a united Slovenia, the Germans 
insisted that the his tori '..:lll diVision into Crojm!ands should be maintained in 
the future. A strong regional feeling developed, especially in \";arinthia and 
1n Styria, that the inhabitants were first arx:l foremost Carinthians or Styriant\ 
without regard to the language that they spoke. In 1846 the &1peror and the 
Germans, whUe they were willing to concede some of the claims of the differ-
ent nationalities, were not prepared either to consider or to discuss Sloven-
ian claims for a united Sloven1a.26 
22 Josip Apih, Slovenci 1n 1848.k~ Ljubljana, 1888, 77, 86-90; 
Jos1p Mal, f:odovina Slovell8k~a naroTa:"'" ~ejla doha, 1928-1939, Ljubl~ana, 
774-787; Ro rt A.Kann, ~ q t1national ~mpire, New York, 1950, I, 299-300. 
23 See Map 2, p. 11. 
24 PrekmurJe means literally "the land on the other side of the River 
It is t.he only Slovenian land on the north-eastern bank of the !Iura. 
2S See Map 3, p. 12. 
26 Apih. Slovenci. 86, 242, 261; Mal. Zgodovina, 786-787. 
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In 1 6" an attempt was made by Belcredi to raorgani2.9 the ustrian 
Monarelw on a federal basis, t~ing national structure into account. fi t this 
time t he Slovenians reasserted theiralaims for the unificati on of all t heir 
Jands in one administrative unit, in which a National Council should be the su-
preme representative of all the S~ovenian countries . 27 The reorganizati on pro-
gram "Was interrupted by the Austro- Prussian .'far. After the var the Monarch;)r 
was divided b tween the Gennansand the Hungarians, and bence there \Vere two 
state organieations under the personal union of the Hapsburg Monarch. Preknrur-
je was the only Slovenian land that fe,11 to Hungary,. all t he other lands being 
retained under the central government in Vienna. 2S 
The !fOrest Oerman Idea lt contempla,ted the unification of all the Aus-
trian Crownlands with C~rm:m ~rritory. Accordingly, in 1867 tho Austrian cen-
traJ. government in Vienna em:ba.rl~ed on Q Vigorous program of ltOermanizationll of 
the Slovenian landa , sinoe SlOVenia \'Ia~> the' only territory separatlng t he Ger -
mans from the Adriatio Sea. Carinthia being the most proximate Slovani.!lll ]a nd , 
it was there that t he IlGermanizll.tiQnll started and remained .always the strone:est 
When; after 1871, German nliltionalism became transfused with German imperia11SJq 
a aysteraa:tie tlGemanhiationtl' of Oarinthia ·and Styria was instituted. 
In pu,rsuing this program t he Germans of Carinthia and Sty-ria had the 
support of the local gove.rom.onts and the schools, as well as of the private en-
27 Mal, Zgodovinil, 974; Dragotin LonKar, Poli.ti~no ~ivIJe:nje Sloven .... 
cev, Ljubljana, 1921, 26 .. 29; Franc Jj}r javec, Slovenei, Ljubljana, 1923, 1 .. 13-44J 
~ar, The Slov~ne8 , 60-61. 
26 Ual , Zgooovina, 976, 1002- 1009; r anc Er javec, Zsodovina katoli~­
koga S!b~nJa ~ Slovenskem, 5-6 . 
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terprises. T:{o whole aconome s.Tstem, sa the <Ulole comroorce, was in Geman 
hands. 1'o.e Slovenians, as has a1.I'e8dy been explainHd, were in lare,"e part peas-
ants. The intelliQ(m~ at this time numbered but a few. 
Throughout this poriod the greatest fac·tor in "Germanization" was thi!t 
school. In 1861 there were still twenty-eight Slovenian schools and 1'itty-six 
'Jerrnan-Slovenian schools in Carinthia. By 191) only three Slovenian schools 
remained, and of these, one was private.29 
In Carinthia there were three types of elementary schools: the 510-
venian school, a mixed school, and the German school. The mixed schools (Utra-
-
iuistisch! Schule) were entirely in the hands of the Germans, and in theae 
schools Slovenian children learned the Germ.an language.)O In the first year of 
instruction the teacher ad·.resHd his pupils in Slovenian, atter that only in 
German. Slovenian parents '!Nere encouraged. to send their children to the mixed 
schools. The argument advanced for tl1is was tbat the c.\-tildt'on 'l«>uld not requin 
their native langua£:e to ~ecure better positions, but tbey would require German. 
Along with the German langilage these sohools inculcated a German viewpoint. 
They taught that to La German meant to be the ruler of Europe, whereas on.J.¥ 
peasants and poor people spoke the Slovenian tongUe. The result of this indoo-
trlnation was that the children were ashamed to speak SlCNen1anJ when they grew 
up they became Oem~mB and hated all tha.t WMI Slovenian. In the future they 
29 Bo~ Grafenauer, "Germanlzacija treh Avstrij", Dogo Grafenauer et 
al., eds., Koroald Zborn1k, Ljubljana, 1946, 260-262, Dogo Graf'enauer, The Na-
tional Devalo2!1ent 2! !!:! Car1nthian §,,1ovenes, 73. - -
)0 Slowenischer Kulturverband, eel., Die Kaerntner f,l~nen in Vergan-
eMsi t und Oegenwart j nagenfurt, 1937.. 70-8),'1'00 J UOravak1, Sloven8k1 Roro-
~ 9-11. 
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would become even greater enemies of the Slovenians than tl1'e Germans themselves 
The Slovenians contemptuously styled them IINem~urji".31 
It was precisely in this way that many S10venian students were lost 
to the Slovenian nation. As students in German gymnasia and universities, they 
frequently forgot their mother tongue and proclaimed themselves "Germans". 
Ashamed of their Slovenian parentage, they were among the strongest supporters 
of ItGermanization". The few Slovenian intelligentsia who were not ashamed to 
proclaim their nationality and who joined Slovenian organizatlons were sent by 
the Austrian administrative authorities to posts far fran Slovenia. 
Another tool of "Oermanization"W8s the railroad. All railroad clerk 
were Germans. With their families they created strong new German settlements 
along the railroad linea or reinforced older settlements within Slovenian terri 
tory.)2 Also, the police statl.ons were usually in the hands of Germans or 
German-mirxied Slovenians.)) 
With regard to the courts, the Constitution of 1867 stated that the 
language of the parties before the court should be the lan5ilage spoken by these 
parties in litigation. This right was confirmed by the Ministerial Order of 
1882. The courts in Carinthia, however, paid no regard either to tha Consti-
tution or to the Ministerial Order. They proceeded on the assumption that, 
31 In Slovenian Nemec means German, Nem~ur means German-minded Sloven. 
ian. 
32 Grafenauer, tfOerman1zacija", Kor~k1 Zbornik, 262, Grafenauer, 
National Devel0PJll!!l!:., 69-7); Moravski, S1ovens~, ~OrotM, 11-12. 
)) Grafenauer, "German1zacija", Koro~ki Zbornik, 262. 
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since everyone' in Carinthia knew German, it was not necessary to apply the Con-
sti tution. .li;ven when both parties were Slovenian the German language was 
used.34 In Southern Styria the situation was SODlev.'hat better than in Carinthia 
The post office system in Carinthia was entirely in German hands. 
Letters were not delivered if the address was written in Slove01an, and in 
many cases people were punished because they used Slovenian rather than German 
place names.» 
The elections were so crganised as to prevent the Slovenians from 
securing a majority in districts which were entirely Slovenian. Before 1907 
the German majority was secured by means of an election law which restricted 
the right to vote to t.hose who paid a certain amount in taxes. In this way 
Slovenian workers and peasants were excluded. '!'he vote was diVided between the 
great landowners and the people living in 01 ties am large villages. The 
great landowners required only a small muaber to elect their representative, 
and since the landowners were Germans onl.y, their representatives also were 
Germans. In the cities and towns a larger IlUJIlber of votes was required, but 
less than for rural district.s. As m.ost Slovenians lived in rural dist.rict.s, a 
st.1ll larger number of votes was required to elect their representatives, who 
were never equal in number t.o t.he representatives of t.he oiUes and towns. 
After 1907 the righ t to vote was extended to include t.he entire population. 
Now the German administration divided Slovenian territory in such a way that a 
8.'nsll part of Slovenian terri tory beoame an appendage of a larger German part. 
34 Ibid., 262-263. 
-
3> ~. 
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In this way the Germans retained the1r majority. Only 1n a few sections where 
1 t was impossible to parcel Slovenian wi th German terri tory did the Slovenians 
have an opportunity to elect their own deput1es. J6 Off1c1al statistics for 
1921 show 21.2% of the population of Carinthia to lBve been Sloven1an, yet they 
had only 4.6% of the mandates 1n local government and 11.1% of the mandates 1n 
the central government in V1enna • .37 This was a consequence of the pecul1ar 
form of "vot1ng geometry" pract1ced by the German adm1n1strat1on. 
The centers of "German1zation" were the larger villages. These were 
s1tuated along the more impOrtant roads, later along the railroads, and were 
usually to be found 1n the valleys. The larger villages were centers of the 
"Coammelt admin1stration and also the parish, each with its church and rectory. 
There was at least one school, usually more, several stores and inns, a police 
station, a post office, and a finance office, which was an executive organ of 
the Customs Office. In short, each large Village was the center of the small-
est administrative unit. 
Railroad and postal cle.rlce, the heads of the "CoIIa.une" admin1strat10 
the teachers, the police, and tl'B interl1al revenue officials-all were Germans. 
They lived with their families 1n the vUlages. Some.tore owners, proprietors 
of inns, and butchers were Slovenian, however, they had to speak German in or-
der to conduct their business. Frequently they were invited to participate in 
Gel"llan society and to become members of German organisations. All too often 
)6 Moraveki, Slovenski Korotan, 14. 
37 Grafenauer, "Oermanizacija", Kor~k1 Zborn1!c. 264; Orafenauer, 
Nat10nal Develop!!nt, 75. 
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'" these people came to regard themselvea as (/amana. 'l'heir children were educate 
as Germans am were to become most Virulent in their German feeling. Peasants 
in the neighborhood sold their agricultural. prcduce to the Germans. These 
latter were ever ready to loan them money, but always on the condition that in 
some future election or census they declare themselves Germans. If the Germans 
found out that such a peasant had \)ecane a member of sane .Slovenian organiza-
tion, he was forced to return the borrowed money immediately. In the event 
that he could not return the money, his land was put up for sale. The Germans 
had a speoial organization for purchasing Slovenian land that was sold, and in 
this way more and more Sloveman land fell into German hands. l'armera' 8oc1a-
ties were formed along with singing clubs, gymnastic clubs, }:Soples' theaters, 
and otbar types of organizations, whose members were educated in German senti-
ment. Although these large Villages were only encls'I/'es wi thin Slovenian terri-
tory, they were an important socio-eoonomic factor in the "Germanization" of 
Slovenia. 
Only the church was solidly on the side of the reople. The priests, 
mostly sons of Slovenian farmers, frequently resided with their parents or reI 
at1ves. They were at the same time the cultural and political leaders of the 
Slovenian people. They organized social and cultural organizations, and buUt 
cultural homes which became the centers of the Slovenian national renaissance. 
They organized cooperatives to enable the Slovenian farmers to purchase the ar-
ticles they needed more cheaply. They also organizec:l cooperative bank institu-
tions. Largely throuGh tMse efforts the Slovenian rural districts became more 
economically independent and were no longer completely 8UQject to German pres-
sure. 
l 
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Before the outbreak of World War I, Slovenia could claim two out-
standing leaders. Both were priests. The first, Janez Evangelist Kl'ek, was 
the organizer of cultural centers, economic cooperatives, and workers' organi-
zations. The other was Anton Korotec, the political leader of the Slovenian 
people. Through these two men the work of Slovenian liberation was prepared. 
The Slovenian intelligentsia supported this work with all the 'Ileans in ita 
power. 
In May 1917 the so-called "May Declaration" wu issued in which the 
Slovenians demanded the unification of all lands in which the Slovenian lang-
uage was still spoken, and demanded further that Slovenia should be allo'WlBd to 
join with the Croatians and Serbs of the Austro.-Hungarian Monarchy in forming 
one political un1t.J8 The Austrian government was ;repared to recognize a 
lugoslav federation under the Hapsburg dynasty, but up to the last moment was 
unwilllng to concede to Slovenia the rifitlt to join such a federation. 39 "'hen, 
in October of 1918, Emperor Karl declared to ,"ather Koro~c that ~loven1a would 
be allowed to jOin a South Slav federation under the Hapsburg .Monarchy, Korohc 
replied that it was already too late. The Slovenians now demanded moreJ they 
demanded an independent state of all the South Slavs.40 
()l October 29, 1918, an independent state comprising the Sloventana, 
Croats, and Serbs of the former Hapsburg Monarchy was proclaimed, with Zagreb 
." ~ , J8 .. Mal, Zgo<lovi~, 1ll3-ll16, Feroo Siaic, ad., Dokumenti .2 ~~~ 
kralJevine :irba, Hrvata i lilovenaca !2!1!-121~, Zagreb, 1920, 94. 
39 Mal, Zgodovina, 1ll7-1118. 
40 Erjavec, Zgodovina, 2)6. 
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as its capitai. 41 On December 1, the incorporation of the Kingdom of Serbia 
and ',iontenegro into the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats. and Slovenians was an-
nounced. 42 
The t'l.rmi stice of Novem.t~:r .3 did not define a boundary line between 
the new state of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenians, and Austria, but merely be-
tween the Slovenians and Clemans in Styria and Carinthia.43 A line was der~ 
however, between Hungary and the new state. Since the Germans had never before 
agreed to a united Slovenia and had systematically cultivated regional feeling 
in Styria and Gar1nth1a, the national frontier between the Slovenians and the 
Germans was never reoognized am was the source of oonsiderable difficulty even 
before the Peace Conference. 
It .as appreciably easier to define a frontier line for Styrta than 
for Carinthia. Styria wss divided into Northern Styria with l..eoben 8S its 
capital, Central Styria with its capital at .. Graz, and Southem Styria with Mari. 
bor as its capital. Since Southern Styria was generally regarded as Slovenian 
land, though there was a German maj ority in Manbor, this frontier question was 
not difficult. In Carinthia the problem was eomplicated by the fact that 
there was no separate administration which could be tiiken a.a the basis for a 
new division. A.s a consequence or the systelllatic ,t Germanization " , the hiatori-
hl Silvo Kranj,c, Kako smo se zedinili, Celje, 1928, 126, ~i~iJJ 
Dokumenti, 189-21.3, Loncar, 'flOITtIrnoZtv'iJenJ!, 119. 
42 Si~il, DOkumenti, 26~283. 
43 ~., 121-124, Kranjec, ~.!!2 !! zedinili, 128, Allied and 
Associated Powers, Army, Terms of the Armistices Concluded bet.ween the Allied 
Governments and the GoveriiilieiiisofCIe!,?!&, Austria-Hungary ana fUrlcez, Loridon, 
1919, 16-2).-- - .-
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cal frontier had been removed progressively southward in t.he seventy years be-
fore World War I. Approxima~ly half of the Klagenfurt Basin was thus loct 
to Slovenia. OwinC to the circumstances under which it was lost, however, the 
~'i1oven1.ans now renewed t.heir claiLs to this territory. This would serve to 
indicate the difficulty in finding a workable solution to the Carinthian tron-
tier question, when the problem was brought before the Peace Conference in 
1919. 
l 
CHAPTm II 
THE COMPOOITION OF THE PEACE CONFERENCE 
It is important, before proceeding to a consideration of the Austro-
Slovenian frontier question, to have a clear picture at the caapos1 tion of the 
Peace Conference of 1919 and of its operating procedure. This is to say, it is 
important to understand how and by whCID proposals were initiated and by whom, 
tn the final instance, they were accept.ed or rejected. This chapter will deal 
only with the canmittees which _re directly concerned with the question dis-
cussed in the present thesis. 
The Supreme Council of the Peace Conference was the ultimate author-
i ty which accepted or refused all proposals, am was the dominating force of 
the entire Conference. Originally, this authority had been vested in the Coun-
cil of Ten, which was an extension or the Supreme War Couner.l. In March the 
Council of Ten was divided into the Council of }i'our and the Council of f'oraigo 
Ministers. With the signing of the Peace Treaty with Germany on June 28, the 
Council of ~r and the Council of P'oreign Jlinisters completed their work) 
t.hereafter \00 Council of the Heads of Delegat.ions functioned 8S the Supreme 
Council. ()l January 10, 1920, the Council of the Heads of Delegations ended 
its work and its function was assumed by the Council of Ministers of lioreign 
Affairs which figured as the Supreme Council until January 21, 1920, when the 
work of the Supreme Council was completed. 
22 
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The ~Counc11 ot Ten was composed or the heads of governments and the 
i'oreign Ministers ot the five Great Powers, namely the United States, Great 
Britain, France, Italy, and Japan.l The heads of governments were President 
Wilson for the United States, lloyd Oeorge tor Britain, M. Clemenceau tor 
France, Signor Orlando for Italy, and Marquis Saionji for Japan. The foreign 
secretaries of the Oreat Powers were fir. Lansing for the United States, Mr. 
four far Britain, M. Pichon for trance, Baron SoMino for Italy, and Baron Mak-
ino for Japan. The aforementioned comprised the CouncU ot Ten. At such 
times as M. Clemenceau was absent his place was taken by }I. TardieuJ Lord Mil-
ner substituted for Mr. IJ.oyd George, and Colonel House took over in the place 
of President Wilson when he was absent. The Council of Ten usually met in 
M. Pichon's suite at Quai dfOrs.,.. H. Clemence au served o.S president of the 
CouncU of Ten and at the 88m8 time 8S the president of the Whole Peace Confer-
enee. 
The CouncU of Ten acted as the Supreme CouncU from January 12, when 
the Peace Conference began, until the middle of March, when the Council of Ten 
was divided into the CouncU of Four and the Council of .Foreign Ministers. At-
tel" that time the CouncU of Four acted as the Supreme Council, but from time 
to ti.;oo ooth Councils met jointly and at such times they represented the Su-
preme Council. It was, however, essential t.hat the Council of tour be present 
when all decisions were made. Without the Council of Four, or better without 
the heads of governments, there was no Supreme Council. 
1 H. W. V. 'l'emperley, A Hi&tOq: of t.he Peace Conference of Paris, 
London, 1920-1924, I, 247-264, 499 J Rinalmond arid ffii!ph Haswell LUiz, fh. 
Treat;z .2!~. Germa1n, Stanford University, California, and London, 19.35;2-S. 
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The Council of }i'our oomprised the heads of governments of the four 
Great Powers: the United States, Great Britain, l"rance, and Italy, repre-
sented respeotively by President ~ilson, Mr. LlG,Yd George, M. Clemenoeau, and 
M. Orlando or M. Sonnino. The CouncU of Four aoted as the Supreme Counc:11 
from the middle of March until June 28.2 The Counoil of Four generally met at 
President Wilson's residence in the Place des Etats-Un1s, or at Mr. Lloyd 
George's apartment, or in M. Clemenceau's office. These meetings were informal 
in the sense that there was no presiding officer. M. Paul Mantoux was the in-
terpreter, since M. Orlando spoke no English. After the first few meetings, 
Sir Maurice Hankey served as secretary of the Council of l"our. Count Aldro-
vandi attended later meetings as the Italian secretary. The first draft of the 
Treaty with Austria of June 2 was prepared under the direct supervision of the 
Council of l"oor. 
The Counc:1l of Foreign I41nisters as formed in the middle of March 
and D8 composed of the l"oreign Ministers of the United States, Great Britain, 
trance, Italy, and Japan.3 Accordingly its members were Mr. Lansing, Yr. Bal-
four, M. Pichon, Baron Sonnino, and Baron Makino. The work of the CouncU of 
i'oraigo Ministers, like that of the Council of Four, was completed on June 28. 
The Council of l"ore1gn Ministers represented a secondary stage in the dellbera-
tions in that it tried to resolve those questions on which the various terri-
torial committees could not agree. The reason for thia rests in the fact that 
2 Temperl:;m~st~ ~ ~ Peace Conference, I, 26.3-266; Almond and 
Lutz, Trestz.2!~. n, -8. 
3 Temperley, Hi8to~.2f !:!!!. Peace Conference, I, 267; Almond and 
Lutz, ~reaty g!~. Germiin, • 
2; 
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every question was to come before the Supreme Council in the form of a final 
proposition. In this Ym,V as few unresolved questions as possible might come 
before the Supreme Council, which in turn e1 ther accepted or rejected the pro-
posals. The meetings of the Council of Foreign Ministers were usually presid-
ed over by M. Pichon, and were held in his rooms at Quai d·Oraay. At these 
meetings each delegation retained its own secretary, present also were a Joint 
secret.ar1at and an interpreter. 
After the signing of the treaty with Germany- on June 28, 1919, the 
Council or Four, the Council ot foreign Ministers, and the Council of Ten had 
completed their work. They were superceded as the Supreme Council qy the C0UD-
cil or tJle Heads ot Delegations, representing the five Oreat Powers.4 M. Cle 
enceau attended the meetings of this council as president of the Peace Confer ... 
ence. M. Pichon was the r'rench representative, and Mr. LanSing represented 
the United States until he was succeeded in July by Mr. Polk.lIr. Balfour was 
tJle representative of Great Britain until Sir Eyre Crowe succeeded him in Sep-
tember. M. 'fittoni was the Italian representative until, in December. M. Sc1-
aloja took his place. In Vecember, Mr. Polk left for America and the United 
States was not represented by a plenipotentiary. The msbersh1p of the Japan 
ese delegation also unierwent changes. 'the Council of Heads of lJele gations 
prepared the final draft of the Treaty with Austria, which was sibnad by the 
Austrian representatives on beptember 10, 1919. 
en January 10, 1920, the Councilor the Heads of Delegations was re-
placed by the Council of Ministers of i'oraign Affairs. It held three meetings 
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at Quai dlOrsay between January 10 and January 21. 1920. at which time M. Clem-
enceau resigned and the Supreme Council as such came to an end. 
The Supreme Council was succeeded. by the Counc11 ot Ambassadors con-
s1sting of the ~"OOrican, Sri Ush, Italian, and Japanese Ambassadors at Paris 
and a ,Ii'rench representative. Its function was to execute the conditions of the 
Treaties of Peace. The execution of the Klagenfurt Plebiscite was one of the 
duties which fell to this Council. Since the United States was not a party to 
the Austrian Treaty, the American ambassador in Parts was only an observer in 
the Council.' 
The COIfnittee for the Study of Territorial Questions Helating to Ru-
mania and YugoslaVia, herinafter referred to as the Terri tonal Committee, was 
established for the purpose of studying the problem of the frontier between 
Austria and Yugoslavia. Each of the four Great Powers nominated two manbers to 
this Committee. Mr. Clive Day and Mr. Charles Seymour were the American repre-
sentatives; M. Tard1eu and M. Laroche represented II'ranceJ Mr. Crowe and Mr. Lee-
per were the English representatives, and M. De Martino and M. Vannutelli-Rq 
represented Italy. M. T9Z'dieu was appointed chairman of t.he Camm1ttee.6 
All the proposals concarnint;; the Yugoslav-Austrian frontier presented 
to the Supreme CouncU were prepared by this Committee. The Committee was not 
authorized to make final decisions but merely to draw up proposals. In the 
, Temperley, Histoq of the Peace Conference, I, 499, Almond and Lu~ 
... 'r .... re .... a;.;;t .... y 2!..§!. Germain, 11-14. --
6 Almond and Lutz, Trea;9: .2!~. Germain, 368. 505. It should be 
noted hare for purposes of accuracy that this CODII1ttee was one of several l1ke 
committees established to consider specific territorial questions. However, 
since this Committee was the oru.y one whose work comes wi thin the purview ot 
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event that thtl' representatives could not ali,TGe on a concrete proposal, the Com-
mi ttee was instructed to submit its report in two parte, one representing the 
opinion of the majority, the other that of the minority. AU proposals were 
normally referred to the Central Territorial Committee, where they were eoordin 
ated with the overall work of the Peace Conference. In the event of a dis-
agreeme~t among the members of the Territorial Committee, the matter was re-
ferred to the Cotmcil of Foreign Ministers which attempted to reach a comprom-
ise solution before the question was submitted to the Supreme Council for a 
decision. This procedure was followed until June 28. After this date the 1n-
termediary Counc1l of p'oreign Ministers was eliminated and only the Tem tonal 
Committee and the Supreme Council continued to function prominently in the 
settlement of territorial questions. The Central Territol'i.al Committee, of 
which M. Tardieu was also president, continued in its coordinating function, 
but seldom interfered and never in important questions. 
The Yugoslav Delegation to the Peace Conference was composed of four 
members I Dr. Nikola Pa~ie as president of the Delegation, and Milenko VeSni&', 
Dr. Ante Trumbid, and Dr. Ivan lolger as members. For the discussion of inter-
nal problems the Yugoslav government later added three more members: Mato 
Bo~ovi~, Dr. Ot.okar Rybar, and Josip Smodlaka. or these, Zolger and H.ybar 
, 
were tM Slovenian representatives, Trumbie and Smodlaka were Croatian, and 
v I I ~, 
Pasic, Vasnic, and Boskovic were the Serbian representatives. Experts appoint-
ed to adVise the Delegation on the Slovenian frontier question were Dr. Lambert 
this thesis, its name will herinafter be shortened to Territorial Committee. 
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Ehrlich for carinthia, Dr. Kova~i~ for Styria, and Dr. Slav1~ for Prekmurje.7 
'!'he Austrian Delegation arrived 1n Parts in the middle of May, 1919, 
but not until the first draft of the Treaty was formally presented on June 2 
was tha Delegation allowed the right to express 1ts opinion and to present 
counter proposals, and even then only in written form. Thus, the Austrian Dele 
gation had no voice in the pr'eparation of the first draft. Dr. Renner was the 
president of the Austrian Delegation; Dr. Yiutte was the expert for Carinthia 
and Dr. Schumy served the Delegation as expert on both questlons.B 
The primary source material concerning the question discussed in this 
thesis is to be found in the minutes and other documents of the abovementioned 
councils, cormn1ttees, and delegations. The minutes of meeting's of the Council 
of Ten were carefully prepared, but were not transcribed stenographically. 
Minutes of British origin bear the desif.;-nation "I. C.", meaning International 
Conference. All minutes of American origin carry a "B. C." designation, aig-
nifying Bureau Conference, ItB. C.ff minutes cover the period of January 12 
through July 5, 1919.9 No official minutes of meetings of the Council of F'our 
were prepared. When Sir Maurice Hankey was present, he took private notes, 
\1. Paul. Mantoux, who was present as interpreter, took private notes also. 
These unofficial records of the meetings of the Council of F'our are deSignated 
"I. C. tAt It for the preliminar;y period ard later nc. F. If I. C. for the period 
7 Lambert Ehrlich, "Mirovna konferenca in JugoslaVija", Koledar 
Drulb~ !!. llohorja !! l!!2 1922, Prevalje, 1921, 30. 
B Martin Wutte, Kaerntens F'reiheitskamQf', Zweite umgearbe1tete unci 
vermehrte Auflage, Weimar, 1943, 251. 
9 Almond and wta, lreatz.g!~. Germain, 14-24. 
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ot March 20 to May 7. The ftC. F." set of unofficial records begins with C. F.1 
on May 8, and ends with C. F. 99A on June 28, 1919. The American designation 
for the Minutes of the Council ot Foreign Ministers is "Y. M.", meaning Foreign 
Ministers. This set of documents runs from Y. M. 1, Karch 27, through F. M. 29 
July 2, 1919. F. M. 28 and 29 refer to the first mxl second meetings of the 
Council of the Heads of Delegations. '!'he Minutes of the Council of Heads ot 
Delegations were transcribed stenographically by a Joint secretariat. The set 
bears the symbol "H. D.tt and runs from H. D. 1, July 7, 1919, to H. D. 12" 
Januar,y 10, 1920. 
In addition there are the Minutes of the Couna11 ot the Ministers of 
Foreign Affairs, with the deSignation ftC. 14." running from C. M. 1, Januarr 10, 
to C. M. 3, January 21, 1920. The American set of Minutes of the Council ot 
Ambassadors begins with C. A. 1, January 26, 1920, and ends With C. A. 101 on 
January 12, 1921, this being the date of the withdrawsl of the American Ambas-
sador from the Council. 'l'he minutes of all the aforementioned Councils were 
made aVailable periodically in condensed form in the so-called 2:.!:! _Bu_l;.o.;l .... e_ti ........ n 
and the E. S. H. Bulletin. The former was compiled by the American COIm'lission 
-
to Negotiate Peace, and contained digests, not always completely accurate, of 
the minutes of the various committees, along with miscellaneous documents rEt-
lating to their work and deliberations. 'l'he'§::!!' Bulletin ran through 1,428 
ll'Utlbers covering the period from li ebruary 2 to December 7, 1919. The E. S. H. 
Bulletin was compiled by the sta.ff of the American Embassy in Paris, and, in a 
similar to that of the!:!! ... Bul.;;;;;.;l;.;e.ti;.;;;;;;n" covers in its 1,358 numbers the meetinp 
of December 12, 1919 through January J, 1921. Additional source material i~ 
eludes the resolutions of the councils, the reports of the Territorial Commit-
tee and Central. Territorial Committee, the correspondence, resolutions, mem0-
randa, and propaganda material of the Yugoslav and Austrian Velegations. lO 
10 Stanford University Publications, ! CataloBRe 2! Paris ~ Con-
ference Del8fatlon Pro~aganda !!! the Hoover ~ Libraq, StanfO'rd'1Jotversiiy, 
California, 926, 11-1 , ~2:52, 8~1. 
CHAPTl'::R III 
THE DRAWING OF THE FIRST DRAFT 
The present chapter will analyze the events from It'ebruary 18 to June 
2, 1919, at which time the first decisions of the Peace Conference concerning 
the Austro-Slovenian frontier, as expressed in the first draft of the TreatY', 
were delivered to the Austrian Delegation. 
en February- 16 the Yugoslav Delegation was called before the Supreme 
Council to present its claims with regard to future boundaries of the new state 
For this occasion the Delegation formulated a set of twelve memoranda. The 
fourth memorandum was devoted to the question of the northern frontiers of 
Yucoslavia, including the Austro-Slovenian frontier. Before the Council of Ten 
the Yugoslav Delegates presented the proposed claims. M. Vesnil explained the 
" Serbian frontier questl0n, .!Jr. '1'rumbi~ the Croatian, and Dr. Zolger presented 
arguments to justify the Slovenian claims regarding PrelcmurJe, Styria, and. 
Carinthia.1 
Dr. ~~lger prefaoed his statement with a brief history of the "Ger-
manization" policy pursued bY' the Austrian government. He then stated that the 
future Slovenian frontier 1n Prekmurje, Styrta, and Carinthia should be drawn 
1 David IJ.oyd George, Memoirs of the Peace Conference, New Haven, 
1939, II, 622-624. . .• - --
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in such a way ~as to include all Sloveniana am all territory in which Sloven-
ians had constituted a majority fifty years before. That the territory now 
claimed bYt the Slovenians was fifty years earlier purely olovenian could be 
proved, ~olger argued, by the Census of 1849-1851 and by ecclesiastical parish 
records. After 1870 the Pan-German idea had become the official polley of the 
Austrian government and every possible means had been utilized to "Germanize" 
the Slovenian populations of Carinthia and Styria. As a result, some of the 
" northern territory had been lost. \fiith regard to later censuses, Zolger 81-
leged that they could not be trusted, since they had been prepared by represen-
tatives of the Great German Idea. Approximately one hundred Villages were des-
ignated in the latest census as German, but they could be proved by parish 
records to speak Slovenian. tolger argued: 
It was therefore fair to say that the reduction ot the Slovene ele-
ment was not the result of natural evolution, but the work of a de-
liberate and forcible policy, carried out in contempt of all morality 
and law.2 
Therefore, (olger sutaitted, the Peace Conference should accept the following 
principle in fixing the frontier between Slovenia and Austria: that wherever 
the Slovenian people constituted a majority, the land should be considered a 
part of Slovenia, notwt thstand1ng the fact that the larger Villages and towns 
had been centers of "Germanization" and were only enclaves wi thin Slovenian 
territory. 
v 
By way of conclusion, Zolger aubmi tted that the future ~;lovenian fron. 
tierJ should include all of ?rekmurje, all Southern Styria with the IAaribor Ba-
2 Ibid., 264. 
-
J See Map 4, p. JJ, see Map 5, p.)4. 
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Legend: 
1 Austro-Hungarian state boundary before 1918. 
2 The frontier or the Crownlands before 1918. 
3 The Italian proposal of March 2, 1919. 
4 'lhe English proposal. of March 2, 1919. 
5 The AJlerican proposal or ilarch 2, 1919. 
6 Yugoslav proposal of February 18, 1919; 
French proposal of March 2, 1919. 
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sin and the valley of the River Mura, and all of Sloveman Carinthia as inclu-
ded within the historical frontier of 18S0s namely, the nagenfurt Basin, the 
District of Villaeh, the Valley of the River Gail, the Valley of Kanal, and the 
Valley of 081lit •• 4 
Alter, this explanation the Yugoslav Delegation withdre1t', and the 
Council of ren decided that the Yugoslav frontier question should be submitted 
for further study to a special. comm1ttH tlwithout power to decide on solutions 
but with a Commission to report on facts. itS Baron bonn1no insisted that this 
cOl'llll1ttee should not be allowed to stut:y the frontier between YugoslaVia and 
Italy. All decisions concerning this boundary and the whole preparation and 
study of the problem !lUst be reserved for the Supreme CouncU, he argued. He 
had no objection, however, U' a commission were established to study the other 
frontiers of Yugoslavia. Accordingly, a Territorial Committee 1t'as created for 
t.be study of the eastern and northern frontiers of Yugoslavia wi. th the .Keep-
t.ion of the Yugoslav-Italian frontier. The Yugoslav Delegation was instructed 
to prepare precise proposals by March 8 for the Territorial. Committee. 
The Slovenian expert, Dr. Ehrlich, reported in a short article in 
1921 that it had seemed that the Slaveman frontier as proposed by the Yugoslav 
Delegation would be accepted by the Peace Conference, and that the majority of 
the experts of the Territorial Committee were favorably disposed toward the 
4 Ehrlich, "Mirovna konferenca", Ko1edar 1922, J2. w _ 
5 Minutes BC-lS, february 18, 1919, United States Department of 
State, P!p!rs Re1atins to l!l! 10rei(11 Relations of the United States, The 
Paris Peace Conference !219, Waiihington, 1942-1941,IV, 53-55. 'fhis w<rlwill 
herinalter be cited in this thesis as }t'oreign RE!lations. 
'" Slovenian claims. But suddenly it became evident that there were new forces at 
work in opposltion to the Slovenian proposals. It was the report of Colonel 
Miles, sent by Professor Coolidge from Viema to the American Delegation at the 
Peace Conference, and later the arrival of Miles himself in Par;s, which 
changed the Allies' attitude toward Slovenian claims.6 
To understand Colonel Miles' mission, it becomes necessary here to 
consider the situation in the border lunds after the Armistice. As the Armis-
tice of November ), 1918, did not define a line between the Germans and the 
Sloven1ans, the latter attempted to secure control of the administration in the 
Slovenian terri tory claimed by them. 
The question was an easy one in Southern Styria, since it had previ-
ously constituted a separate administrative unit. The Sloven1ans took over the 
administration of the whole of Southern Styria and th6 administration line be-
tween Southern S~)ria and Central Styria was, in general, regarded as the tem-
porary frontier between Austria and Slovenia. The Slovenian National Guard 
umer the command of General Rudolf Muster took up pasi tions al ong this line. 7 
Quite different, however, was the situation in Carinthia. Here then 
was no administrative division corresponding to the national frontier. Since 
the Slovenian intelligentsia was not as strong in Carinthia as in Styria, the 
Slovenian National Guard occupied the rural districts, but was unable to secure 
possession of the cities or Klagenfurt and Villach. By the beginning of Decem-
ber, 1918, the National Guard had occupiec1 the District of Villach outside the 
6 Ehrlich, "Mirovna konierenca", K~leda! ~, )2. 
! d8aetletlu r2t~r9~a~f~-2~§~avni prevrat v Mar1borski oblasti", Slovene! 
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city, and the Klagenfurt Basin south of the River Drava, the Districts ot Fer-
lach, gberndorf', and Vtukermarkt in the eastern part of the Klagenfurt Basin, 
the Jezeroko Commune, and the Metica Valley.8 
Immediately al'ter the war, the Gemans of Carinthia had roared Serb-
ian hegemolJ1' in that section. They were 500n assured, however, that no F..ntente 
troops would occupy {.;arinthia, and began to prepare themselves to repulse the 
Slovenian Nat~onal. Guard and occupy the whole of Carinthia. 'rhe preoident of 
the Slovenian National Government at Ljubljana, Dr. Janko Brejc, was well aware 
of this situation. :n tho early days of lJecember when he lfas at Beograd, he 
urgently requested Yw;oslav Regent Alex.ander to send Serbian troops into Car-
1nthia. Alexander promised 'Drejo that troops would be dispatched before Chris1 .. 
mas. 
At about the same time, lire KoroLe returned from Switzerland and 
addressed a meeting of the Slove.ni.an goverIllOOnt at Ljubljana. He informed the 
Slovenian representatives that the Peace Conference "M.>uld accept the northern 
frontier claimed by the Slaveniana. He had racei ved assurances from the Allied 
representatives to this effect. That some such assurance might have been given 
is confirmed by a telegram from Colonel House to ?resident Wilson on December 
11. 1918, in which House Uaidl 
If you decide to recognize the National Council of Zagreb as a 
representative of the Serbo-Slovene Nation \!Iic) in territories 
formerly belonging to Austro-Hungarian Monarohy', it would be well 
to assure the Yugo-Slav5 in a very guarded way that the qu8ati on of 
8 Viktor Andrejka, "Razvoj vojaetva in vojUki dogodki cd prevrata 
do d.anes", Slovenci ! desetletJu ill§.-1928, Ljubljana, 1928, 278-282. 
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their territorial aspirations is a matter to be decided by the Peace 
Conference •••• 9 
It 18 entirely possible, of course, that Kor~ec interpreted some "very guarded. 
assurance as a genuine promise that the matter would be settled to his satls-
faction. 
On December 9, 1918, a delegation of Gel"m8ll representatives arrived 
in Ljubljana to determine a provisional frontier in Carinthia. They W8re pre-
pared to cede the judicial districts of Bleiburg, l!.wrndorf, E1senkappel, and 
possibly alao Ferlach.10 The Sloveman government insisted. on the cession of 
all Slovenian territory which it had already claimed. No agreement 1188 reached 
and t.he Germans returned home. Almost iDlnediately the Germans initiated an of-
fensive, and early in January, 1919, they occupied all of Carinthia except. the 
territory they had been prepared to cede in the unsuccessful negotiations at. 
Ljubljana. After the offenaive was completed, the Germans reque8ted an armis-
tice conference, which met in mid-January in Graz. At this time all of western 
Carlnthia as far 8S the Karavanke Mountains was in German handsl only the terri-
tory in the southeast of C8rinthi.a remained in Sloven1an possession.U 
It was in this situation that. Professor Coolidge sent Colonel Sherman 
Miles and Lieutenant Leroy King to Ljubljana to investigate the Slaveman ques-
tion. On or about. January 16, t.hey 81"1"1 ved in Ljubljana and were enthusiastic-
allJ' reoei ved as t.he representatives of an Allied nation whose president pro-
9 Charles Seymour, ed., The Intimate PaRers -2! Colonel House, Bos-
ton and New York, 1926-1928, IV, 2)3-
10 Janko Brejc, tt<Xl prevrata do ust.ave", ~lovenc1 ! desetlet.Ju 1918-
1928. Ljubljana, 1928, 171-172. 
U See Map S, p. l' J. 
~ 
claimed the right of self-determ1nation-a principle which brought people liber-
ation and at the same time secured the recognition of their terrltorial claima.l 
Colonel tilea asked to be informed about the SlOV'enian cla1ma with regard to 
the future frontler. Sloven1an experts undertook to explain the problem and 
the Americans listened attentively' without Slqiog a word. The following day, 
to the complete surprise of the Slovenian representatives, they lett Ljubljana 
without notice. This surprise turned to bewilderment when, on the next day, 
the Americans made thelr appearance at the arm1.8tice negotiations in Oras. 
Here Miles and King listened to the proceedin..1S tor a while, and afterwards 
offered themeelves as arbitrators in the matter at ham. 1'118 SlaveDian Delega-
tion _8 surprised, but ita members were hardly in a position to refuse this 
ofter from the American representatifts, whom they had no reason to mistrust. 
It was quite reasonable to US'lla that they were acting pursuant to a ccaD1a-
s10n from the American Peace Delegation, which presumably favored the Sloven1an 
claims. After both part.1es had agreed to accept the Americans as arbiters, a 
written agreement covering all datuls was prepared for signature by both p .... 
ties. Fr. Orat.nauer was the only Slaveman delegate present at this time, and 
he ,signed the agreement, which stated that the demarcation line to be proposed 
would consider the ethnic question in ita "broad aspect. If Atter a more careful 
study of the text, however, the 510venian delegates became suspicious that the 
7mole agreement had been trepared by the Oermans. The wording of the document 
was very carefully prepared I 
12 tet.ter, t.ti.les to Coolidge, January 16, 1919, in Foreian Relations, 
XII, 468-475. 
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As far as th1s agreement 1s concerned, it is understood that this 
11ne will not represent the definitive boundary', but only a line of 
division between the two jurisdictions for the present time. so it· 
is clear that, with its establishment, it 1s not necessary to try 
to adjust it in all details with regard to this difficult national 
question. but that, on the other hand, this line must take into con-
sidiratIon this question in ita broad aspect, and-prim'iiI17;-li-
siiOiiICl be so clearly def1iiid"1ii tFi8 naiura! geographic c~t1ons 
of the land that there w1ll be no pou1bU1ty of a III1stake.l) 
Dr. Brejc, president of the Sloven1an government, later recalled that 
after he had scrutinized this document he at once 9USpeCted that the Germane 
!were behind it, and that the Americans Miles and King were consciously or un-
consciously working with them.14 
In- his letter tram Vienna on January 20 to the American COIJIID1ss1on to 
Negotiate Peace in Paris, Professor Coolidge informed the American Delegation 
about C~lonel Miles' mission. He apologised for the fact that neither he nor 
Miles had requested proper authorization tor such action, and acknowledged that 
he was well aware that he had exceeded his authority. Coolidge went on to jus-
tify his action on the grounds that it wu necessar.Y to take action in order to 
save the lives of' the people in this terri tory. With this in mind he had au-
thorized Colonel Miles and Lieutenant King to arbitrate the armistice line. He 
13 Brejc, ttOd prevrata do ustave", Sloveno1, 173. The following 1a 
the or1g1nal. German text. 
Insoferne ale Uebere1nst1mmung darftber. beeteht, dass diose Lillie nioht die end-
g11tige Orenze darstellt, sondern nul" die 'frennungslin1e .. ier Vel"W'8l.tungen 
fUr die gegemrlrtige Zeit, so ist .a klar, dass bei deren Festlegung leein Ver-
suoh gemacht au werden braucht, ne allen Deta1la der echwier1gen Nationa1.1-
tlten.fr~~ anzupassen, dass aber andersei ts dIese Lillie die Fraga in Eossen 
I~tlgen bertlckeiohtiS!n ma:s, und vor Allam, dass Bie durch die natUrllchen geo-
grafiachen B8dint.~n a Terrains ao klar def1neirt iat, dass leein Irrtum siOO 
dartlber ergaben kanne. 
14 Ibid., 172-173. 
-
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added that be would also send Major Lawrence Martin and Professor Robert J. 
Kerner to join Miles and King. In this letter, Coolidge requested telegraphic 
approval. and further instructions.lS It should be noted here that Coolldge re-
ceived no reply to this request for at least ten days, and in the meantime Milee 
still without proper author1aatlon, continued to act as arbitrator ot the boun-
dary dispute.l6 
Colonel !lUes and his ~'1eld CotJa1ssion traveled. in two automobiles 
acroas the Klagenrurt. Basin in the second half ot Januar.r. 1919.17 Beinl win.-
ter I the country was covered with high snow and they could travel onlY' in those 
valleys where the roads were in reasonably' good condition. At the same time 
they could visit only towns ard large villages, which, as has alread7 been 
noted, ere the centers ot "Oerman:1zation.l1' Furthemore, it VlSS directly after 
the Victorious German offensive, which had caused many Sloveman families to 
withdraw along with the Slovenian Guard. Those Sloveniana who remained behind 
were afraid to speak their true mind when asked by Miles whether ~pref'erred 
German or Slovenian rule. The Geman ,:l.uthor1t1es were well informed aa to the 
day on which the Ca'I1Illiss1on would Visit a part1cu1arvUlage or tom and organ-
1S Harold Jefferson Coolidge and Robert Howard Lord, Archibald Q!!7 
Coolidi!. are and Letters, Boston and New York, 1932, 204, Letter, COO1i~to 
Xiiiertcan }liseion. January' 20, 1919, in Forei&! Relations, XII, 498-499. 
16 Telegram, American l.l1ssion in Paris to lIinister in Switzerland 
(StOVall) for Coolidge, January .30, 1919, in Foreign Relations, XI!!!, $00, tele-
gram, Coolidge to American JriasioD in Pari., February ~7. 1919, in Foreie !!!-
lations, XII, 522. 
11 La:wrena. Martin, "The Perfect Day of' an Itinerant Peacemaker", in 
William Warner Bishop and Andl'ft' Keogh, eds., EsriiiIS Of'fared to Herbert PIltnam 
.&. his 8011eagues and Friends on His Thirtieth A versary asL1Drar1.an of COn-
vena Ai?rl4 !2!2.";"1few Raven,'"'I9'29, :05, 3]9-350. - . - -
r 
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ized mass demonstrations of the German population in these places. Colonel 
MUes did not inquire as to the nationality of those with whom he spoke, German 
or Slovenian, but rather asked them whether they preferred YUI;:oslav or Austrian 
rule. In this wq he tried to draw a political rather than an ethnic line. It 
should be remembered that hiB original mission had contemplated the drawing or 
neither a political Dr an ethnic"line, but had a purely mU1tary character in 
that its purpose was to determine upon an armiatice line between two fig,hting 
units. To the Miles mssion were assigned. one Austrian and one Slovenian re~ 
reeentative. The Slovenian representative was Dr. Lambert Ehrlich, later the 
Slovenian expert for Car1nth1s. at the Peace Conference. "hen he requested 
Colonel MUes to Visit other V1Uaces where the Slovenians were in the majori tyj 
Miles refused, saying that it was not important.l8 
On F'ebruar,y 9, three of the tour members of the American }o'ield CC4'IIII1 .. 
sian sent a majority report to Professor Coolidge in Vienna. Colonel Miles, 
Lieutenant King. and Major Kart1n proposed that an armist1ce line should be 
drawn. along the crest of the Karavanke Vounta1na.19 This would mean that all 
the terri tor,y occupied by the Germans after their most recent offensi va would 
be retained by them, while the Slovenians would retain only the southeastern 
part of the territ.ory which was still under their occupation. The majority re-
port, while it did not deny that the t4rr1tory left to the Germans included a 
strong Slovenian populat.1o..'"l, stated categoricnlly that the Slovenians of Carin-
thia perferred to remain under Austrian rule. The report went on to propose to 
18 Ehrlich, "Mirovna konf'erenca", Koledar 1222, 3). 
Fore1e alt.t~Rs~tzlli: ~~8~ and King to Coolidge, February 9, 1919, in 
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the Peace Conference that the best. solution, SO far as the Klagenfurt Basin was 
concerned, would be to give the enUre Basin to Austria.20 For such a Noc::III-
mendation, they had received no express authorization from either the Austrians 
or the Slovenians. This proposal, 1£ accepted by the Peace Conference, would 
mean that the Sloveniane would have to evacuate the entire eastern part or the 
Ba81n, which had been confirmed in their possession by the proposed armistice 
line. 
At the s_ time, Professor Kerner, dissenting from the v1Anr8 of the 
other three members, submitted a minority report. It is signifioant that Ker-
ner lfas the only one or the tour who knew the Slovenian language and was able 
to converse wi. th the people in their own tongue. He stated in his minority re-
port that the Slov8ll1ana were preponderantly pro-Yugoslav, and pointed out that 
there was substantial evidence that the Slovenains did not feel free to express 
this preference when interviewed by members 01' the Miles CClIIII1ss1on.21 Profes-
sor Coolidge received both the majority and the minority reports on the same 
d~, and he in turn sutmitted on February 10 both reports to the Peace Confer-
ence in Paris, endorsing the views and f1ndings expressed in the majority re-
port. 22 
20 Report No. 13, Miles, Martin, and ICing to Coolidge, FebJ."'Wlry 12, 
1919, in Foreiie ~lations, XII, 51,-520. 
21 Robert J. Kerner, ed., I!!&o81aVia, Berkeley and Los Angeles, caU-
fomia, 1949, 101-102. 
22 Letter, Coolidge to American Mission in Paris, February 10, 1919, 
in Forei:{i Relations, XII, 500-501. Letter, Coolidge to American tission in 
Paris, Feru817 12, 1919, in Foret, Relationa, XII, 511-513. also in Coolidge 
and Lord, Archibald ~ Coo1Id&!, OG. 
~ 
()l February 9, Dr. Ehrlich, the Slovenian ad:nsor to the American 
F'ield Commission, sent a report to President Brejc at Ljubljana, in which he 
advised the latter that the Miles Commission had visited only villages and 
towns where the Germans were in the Njorlty, but had refused to neit Sloven-
ian rural districts. Ehrlich advised his govemment to be prepared for an un-
favorable decision in the matter.23 
The Slovenian government not1f'1ed the Central. government 1n Beograd 
about the present status of the situation. the Central government replied that 
the S,lbvenian government had no right to deal with international affaire, which 
were reeerved to the Central government. Hence, they would not recognise the 
validity or the signature ot the Slo_man representa~.ve, Grafenauer, in Ora •• 
Furthermore, the Colonel ll11ea Coram18.,10n could not be regarded as an inter-
allied commission, and only such a commission would have the right to decide on 
an armistice line. The Beograd govemment expressed its doubts that the field 
commission had any authorization from the Peace Conference or from the American 
Delegation in Paris, and at the same time questioned whether the Cool1dg$ C0m-
mission in Vienna had been dul7 authorized. This same opinion was expressed in 
a nota sent by the Yugoslav government to the Peace Conference in Paris on 
Ji'ebruary 1), and also in a note sent to Coolidge himself in Vienna on l"ebruary 
12.24 
Precisely how the Germans tried to influence the Peace Conference 
through the tiles CommiSSion was demonstrated by the so-called Mart bor and Rad· 
23 Ehrlich, "Mirovna konf'erenca", Koledar 1222, 23. 
2h. Brejc" 1tQ:1 Prt-yrata do ustave", Slovenci, 173. Coolidge and Lord, 
Archibald .2.!!l eoo",1.d , 200. 
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kersburg "incidents". While Colonel Miles was on his tour through Carinthia, 
the Germans invited him to visit Maribor, which had been under undisputed 510-
veman administration ever since the collapse of the Monarchy. There the Ger-
mans, aided by the Sooialist Party, organized a mass demonstration to be staged 
on the arrival or the American i'ield Commission. About ten thousand people 
gathered with Austrian national flags ra1aecl in their hands and dem.onatrated 
for Oeman adm1n1strat1on. The mob massed before the City Hall and attempted 
to take possession of it.2; They fired upon the Slavenian National Guard, 
which returned the fire and dispersed the mob. Seven persons were killed in 
this exchange, and twenty-four were wounded. Thus, under the proteotion of 
Colonel K1l.es' Cartm1ssion, the Germans tried to overthrow the Slovenian adm1n-
istration in Maribor. Austrian newspapers "exposed" the Slovenian "parsecu-
tiona ll to which Germans in Maribor were subjected, am in this they enjoyed 
sane success. fl'l January 30j Professor Coolidge dispatched a telegram to the 
American Delegation calling for the immediate occupation or Maribor by' Allied 
troops. 26 
Realizing the full possibility of influencing the American CommiSSion 
in Vienna by means of these staged ttincidentatt the Germans now incited peaa-
ante in the ne:L.ghborhood of Radkersburg to attack the Slovenian National Guard 
in the town. As before, all the Austrian ,...,spapers loudly protested the 510-
venian "persecutions" of 0el"m8.nS on the Sty-ria frontier, deraand1ng that the 
Commission of Colonel Milas be erArged alao with deciding an armistice line for 
25 Lawrence Martin, "The Perfect Day", Essays Offered to Herbert Put-
~~~. - -
26 CooUdge and Lord, Archibald .E!!Z Coolide, 20$-206 .. 
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Styr1a. General Muster, the commander of the Slovenian National Guard, real-
izing the extont and influence of the ('18rman propaganda, immediately informed 
the French Military Mission in Zagreb about the "incident" and requested that 
an Allied military mission be sent to protect the Styrian frontier. A mission 
was dispatched and arrived in Maribor under the canmand of a Frenchnum, Major 
Montagu. At about this same time, a German Delegation fran Graz arr:i.ved in 
Maribel" with Dr. Kaan at its head. An armistice l1ne was agreed upon, whereby 
the raUway l1ne fran Sp1el.feld to Radkersburg came under Slovenian administra-
tion. German propaganda later accused the governor of (lerman Styr1a, Dr. Kam, 
of "selling out" the c1ty of Maribel" to the Slovem.ans. After this, however, 
the Styrian frontier remained relatively calm and free fraa disturbing "inc1d-
ents.,,27 
When the Yugoslav protest of February 13 arrived in Paris, the Ameri-
can Delegation was placed 1n a rather uncomfortable position, since 1t now ap-
peared that the Americans were trying to settle a question without the know-
ledge and consent of the other Ozoeat Powers. To re11eve the embarrassment, 
Yr. Lansing proposed at the meeting of the Council of Ten on February 22, that 
the question of an armistice line in Carinthia 910uld be referred to the 14U1-
tary Committee or the Supreme War Counci1.28 This proposal was accepted but no 
commission was subsequently lent into Carinthia. On !,'ebruar,y 24, Mr. Lane1ng 
instructed Professor Coulidge not to publicize any of the conclusions proposed 
27 Sla'V1t, "Drtavni prevr.:.t", Slovene, 245-246) Andrejka, IlRazvoj 
voja~tva", Slovenc1, 284. 
28 Minutes BC-.37, February 22, 1919, in 1'~ore1gn He1ations, IV, 98. 
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in the report of the American Field Commission. He waa further instructed to 
inform both parties to the question that the whole problem had been taken under 
consideration by the fiupreme War Council, and that therefare the problem was 
entirely beyond the caapetance of an::r single person or of the American Commis-
sion to dee1de.29 
tlow for the first time the Slovenians nre satisfied that. they were 
not bound by the Miles solution. en the other hand, it was a question of tac-
tics, the protest of February 13 could make an unfavorable impression on the 
American Delegation, especially since the Slovenian delegate had signed tor the 
proposed arbitration of Colonel MUes •. Later, when the Slovenians realized that 
it )\iOl.lld prejudice their claims, they recalled their agreement. The embarras-
sing position in which the American Delegation had been placed as a result of 
this could tum the sympathies of the Delegation against Sloven1a.n claims. 
This, aotually, is what happened. 
On P'ebruar;r 20, Colonel Miles arrived in Paris to explain his report 
on Carinthia to the American Delegation and the American experts.JO liles' 
recOJm1enciation that the lCaravanke \fountains be adopted as the future frontier 
for Carinthia was accepted by the delegates and the experts. Although the ar-
mistice line proposed in his majority report was not formally accepted, the re-
port itself became the basis for subsequent decisions regarding Carinthia. 
29 Coolidge and Lord, Archibald Cary Coo11d,OI 206-207, telegram. 
American fif1ssion in Paris to Acting ~tnte SeCretary, ebruary 26, 1919, in 
For~iijQ Relations, XlI, ,21-,22. 
)0 Minutes of American llission in Paria, F'ebruary 20, 1919, in For-
-~ R;elattons, XI, 59-60. 
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'" At the session of the Territorinl Committee on March 2, 1919, each ot 
the delegations expressed its own opinion with regard to the Slovenian-Austrian 
border question. Dr. f;eymour expressed the ~\merican point of view when he said 
t!"'..at he would not object 1£ Prekmurje;va!} retained by Yugoslavia or if the ac-
tual administration line in Styria should be accepted as the future frontier. 
He was of the opinion, however, that Carinthia constituted a separ#lte geograph-
ical entity and should be given to Austria. The English Delegation was. in 
general, of the same opinion 3S the Amerj.can, except that it was prepared to 
give Radkersburg and the Valley or Meticn in Carinthia to Austria. The Italian 
Delegation favored giving Prekmurje to Hungary and the Maribor Basin, the Van.e, 
of Mura, and the whole of Carinthia to Austria. As for southwestern Carinthia, 
the Italian Delegation oonter.ded that this should be reserved to the Supreme 
Council for deCision, since this territory was of special interest to Italy by 
virtue of the railway conneotion between Vienna and Trieste.31 The French 
Delegation gave its unqualified support to the YUf;oslav claims • .32 . The Amer1can 
Delegation had initially conourred in the French viewpoint, but at this session 
the American position. underwent a radical chMge, indicating that the American 
experts had changed t,.~eir minds in the matter. This was doubtless owing to the 
influence of Colonel tiles and his report. 
The Yugoslav Delegation was poorly informed about this most recent 
development. en March 7, Y. Haumant informed Dr. !olger that there was conaid-
arable danGer that the River Dravs. would be designated as the frontier in Garin-
.31 lfartin Wutte, Kaerntens l"reiheltskampf, ';'feimar, 194.3, h22-426. 
)2 See Map 4, p. .3.3. 
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thia. On the ba~is of this information the Yugoslav Delegation, assuming that 
t.'I1e southern part would go to YugoslaVia, began to argue for the territory nortt 
of the Dravs. !n III number ofp.1blications it was asserted that the territory 
south of the Drava could ~ot subsist m thout Klagenfurt, and that the KlsGen-
furt Basin should be rer,arded as a territorial unit.::n In this way, the Sloven. 
ian experts turned to their 0IJt'tl use the very arguments which had been used 
against them by the Territorial Caamittee. This strategy stands as one of the 
most serious mistakes Made by the YUGoslav L'elegation. £(.ather should tr;ey have 
prepared 8 sound l'!!emorandum based on ethnic and econanic statistics, than merelJ 
to adopt the post tion that the Klagenfurt Basin was an entity, and as such" 
incapable of diVision. 
On April 6, the Territorial Commission completed. its report regarding 
the Auetr()ooo..'Uovenian frontier. 34 This report represented a cOOlprom1se between 
the American, British, and F'rench positions, with the Italian Delegation dis-
senting. The Slavenian proposal concernine Styria w~s accepted} Carinthia, 
however, was to go to ,f\.ustria, with the exception of the Valley of Matiea and 
the Jezersko Commune. The r'rench Delegation succeeded in pressing its demands 
regarding the Klagenfurt area, with the result that the population was given 
the right to protest against union with Austria and to request union with luge-
slavia. The Committee proposed the frontiers of the Klagenfurt Basin, but on 
the north this frontier included a vast territory never claimed by the Yugoslav 
33 Ehrlich, ItMirovna konferenca", Koledar ~, 34. 
34 Report No.2, Territorial Committee for the [~tudy of Territorial 
Questions Relating to Rumania and Yugoslavia, April 6, 1919, in Almond and Lutz. 
Treaf.z !!! ~. Uemun, 363-368. 
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'" Delegation--so vast that it would virtuallY impossible to secure a majority 
vote in favor of union with Yugoslav'l.1. The future 1138 to be decided by a 
total vote, and in this way Carinthia waa practically lest for Slovenia. No 
wc>':'rt.ern frontier for Carinthia W:3S proposed in this report because of Italian 
insistence that the question be reservod for decision to the Supreme Counc1l. 
The opinion of the Italian Delegation was that both the :.dura and Maribor Dneins 
should go to Austria) at. the same time the Italians strongly opposed any pleb-
iscite in Car1nthia.3S 
On the last day of ftpril, open fi ght1ng resumed in Carinthia, and by 
!>lay 8 the Germans were in possession of the whole territory. Negotiations were 
shortly arranged and were held in Klagenfurt. There the Germans repeated their 
preVious offer: they were prepared to cede the eastern pa.rt of Carinthia south 
of the R1 vel" Drava and east of the }1'reibach Creek. The Slovenian representa-
tives once again refu&ed.~this proposal, and the amist1ce negotiations came to 
an abrupt conal. usion on May 17.36 
Because ot the fighting in carinthia, the Supreme Council determined 
to begin disoussion of the AustrO'""\t:;lovenian border question as soan as discus-
Sion on the Carman Treaty was completed. The Ct'Uestion was taken up by the Coun 
c:U of Foreien M~nisters on May 9.37 The Territorial C<Dm1saion was delegated 
the responsibility of preparing an extension of the alreaqy proposed frontier 
3S flee Map 4, p. JJ and Map S, p. 34. 
)6 Andrejka, "Razvoj voja~tvaft, Slovenoi, (8)-284; Ehrlich, "Mirovna 
konferencau , Koleq~ 1222, 37. 
37 Minutes FM-l), Ma,y 9, 1919, in ).i·oreign Relations, IV, 679-684. 
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from the I.jubelj Pass to the Italian border. Meanwhile, Baron Sonnino tried to 
secure the Maribor Basin for Austria, and further proposed that the western palt 
o.f' the frontier between Slovenia and Austria should be drawn in such L ".,. as 
to insure that the terri tOr",f of the upper Sava River would also belong to Aus-
tria. He explained the Italian posi tion on the ground that it WilS desi£Iled to 
prevent the Trieste-Vienna Railway, running through Goriz1a, Jesenice, and 
Klagenf'urt, from passing through the territory of a. third state. 'l'he territory 
affected by the proposed L.jubelj Pass frontier AS genel'"a11y "ferred to as 
the Jesenice "Triangle" • .38 
After the lI.q 9 meeting or the Council of l'oreign Minist.ers, the Tar-
ritorial Committee discussed the Jesenico 'i'riangle problem in three sessions on 
Mq 9 and 10.39 The Italian representatives demanded that the "triangle" be 
given to Austria. '!'he Committee finally proposed, over It:;11a..'1 opposition, the 
Karavanke Mountains &s t.he whole southern frontier of Carinthia. J\ t the SQR;.8 
time the Territorial Gomm1 t tee drew a new line for the delimitation or the 
Klagenf'urt ilasin. i.Jn the north this new 11ne was identical with that which had 
been sug;'8sted by the Slovenians on februar'i 18, with the result that about 
sixty thousand Germans were no longer included in the Klagellfurt area. At the 
same tilrIG, the Me~ica Valley and the Jezerako Comm'W'l£: wore excluded from the 
plebisc1 te area and were confirmed in Sloven1an possession. The whole VUlach 
District ami the Valleys of' Gail and Kanal were also excluded trom the pleb1s-
)8 See Map 4, p. 33, ~ap S, p. )4, and Map 8, p. 109. 
39 Minutes 1'14-14, Annexure "A". Report Submitted to the Council of 
l"oreign Vinisters by the Ccmmittee on Yugoslav Affairs, May 10, 1919, in For-
eifaIl 1l81at1ons, IV, 701-70). -
,2 
cite area because of Italian opposit1on.40 
On the same day, May 10, M. Tardieu reported the proposals of the 
Territorial Committee to the Council of F'oreign Ministers.41 After Tardieu's 
report, Baron Sonnino triad once again to secure the Jeseniee Triangle for 
Austria. He pointed out that yet another alternative was open-namely, to at-
tribute it to Italy. This solution, Sonnino indicated, was not desired by It-
aly', which "wished to avoid the inclusion 0,1' non-Italian populations, except 
in the case of territories required for Italian safety.n42 Mr. Balfour replied 
that the Italian solution would separate about fifty thousand Slovenians from 
the bulk of their nation and that this proposal Violated both ethnographical 
and geographical considerations. Baron Sonnino pointed out that in Poland and 
Rumania many thousands of people had been separated from t.heir country so as 
not to interfere with important railroad connections. Mr. Lansing replied that 
in these casea, the territory had been taken from an enemy nation and given to 
a friendly nat.ion, to which Sonnino retorted that the Slovenisns were less his 
friend~ than were the Austrians. Yugoslavia, ot mich Slovenia is a part, is 
a new state, Somina art,"Ued, as is German Aust.l"1a. New states should be re-
garded neither as friends nor as enemies, he concluded. In this st.atement ot 
Baron Sonnino, it is possible to detect the underlying influence ot Austrian 
diplomacy. The proposals ot the Territ.orial Committee were accepted by the 
Councll of Foreign Ministers along with the Italian reservation regarding the 
40 See Map " p. 34, and Map 6, p. ,3. 
41 Minutes Jl1l-14, May 10, 1919, in Foreisn Relations, IV, 696-701. 
42 Ibid., 697. 
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Jesenice Triangle. 
en May 12, the question came before the Council of Ten for a final 
decision. 43 The Cound.l accepted the proposi tiona of the Territorial. Commit-
tee. Baron Somino tried once more to get the "triangle" for Austria, but it 
was finally decided to leave the question open for future decision. At the 
same time Sonnino, anticipating that the utter would never be resolved favor-
ably for Italian interests, attempted to secure a plebiaci te tor the }4ar1bar 
Basin. This proposal, however, was foredoomed to failure. 
Thus, the Austro-Slovem.an front.ier question had passed. trOll the 
Terri torial Committee to the final stage, the Supreme Council. The .t'ront1er ot 
Styna was acceptable to the Slovem.ans. The question of Prekmurje remained 
open, since the River }Jura had been des1gnated. as the starting point of the 
Styrian frontier. In Carinthia, the Me~ca Valley and the Jezersko ComrtlUlle had 
been given to Yugoalav1a. The tUagenfurt Basin had been given to Austria, with 
the proviSion that a plebisoi te should be held to determine whether the popula-
tion preferred union with Yugoslavia within the limits decided by the Confer-
ence. The total vote should decide the .f'u.tJure of the whole Basin. Excluded 
from the plebiscite area were the District of Villach, the Valleys of the 
Rivers Gail, Oailttz, and Kanal., aM the so-called Jesen1ce Triangle, 
i'he Yugoslav Delegation If&B dissatisfied with the proposed solution 
of the Carinthia problem 21M instituted a campaign i'or revision of the dec1alon 
This campaign began on or about May 12 with the announcement of the Council'. 
4.3 Minutes BC-6l, May 12, 1919, in l"oreign Relations. IV, 5Ol-504, 
a180 in Luigi Aldrovand1 Marescotti, Guerra Dipiomatica, R1cordi ! f,ramenti d1 
dimo 19l4-!:,9l2. Hilano, 1936, 334-336. 
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final decision before the seoond draft was completed. 
Q1 the same day that the Supreme Council announced ita final decis-
ion concerning Carinthia, the lugoslav Delegation sent a memorandum to Preai-
dent Wilson and Uoyd George, protesting against the decision to give the whole 
of Carinthia to Austria, and requesting a plebiscite for all the frontiers of 
Slovenia. The memorandum further stated that, because of the Treaty of London, 
about tour hundred thousand Slovenians were placed under Italian occupation and 
now, with the assi€1UM'nt of Carinthia to Austria, another one hundred thousand 
Bloveniana would fall under Austrian rule. In this way, a full one-tn1rd ot 
the S10venian population would remain d1 v1ded from the rest of the Sloveman 
nation. It would be unjust, the memorandum submitted, to saCrifice so large a 
proportion of the total Slovenian population far the principle of geographical 
borders. 44 
Cl'l Mq 16, the Yugoslav Delegation suootted to t.he Peace COnference 
a new compromise proposal according to which the whole !O.agenrurt Basin could 
be d1v:tded along the line following the W&rthersee Lake and the ftivers Olant~ 
CYlan, and Ourk, as far as the northern boundary of the Klagenfurt area. The 
southern part would go to YUf~oslaV1a wi. thout any plebiscite and the northern 
part to Austria. This new line of diVision was called the nOreen Line", and 
. 'v I.~ V 
was explained to the Territorial Committee on May 20 by Dr. Zolger.'P Zoiger 
pointed out that the Yugoslav Delegation had initially cla1med the whole Klag-
enfurt Basin, because some f1fty years before, there had been a Slovenian JI'l8jOJl 
44 Wutte, Kaerntens Ere1he1tskampf, 240-2lJl. 
45 See Map 6, p. S.l. 
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ity there. At the present time, however, there was no longer a Slovenian ma-
Jor1 ty in the whole basin beeause of an unnatural and unjust "Germanization." 
The Peace Conterence had accepted a plebiscite for the whole basin which would 
mean tht!t loss of the \'\hole of Carinthia for the SlOV'enians, since the plebiaci1a 
iW0uld be detennined by the present-day majority. A.t no time did the Yugoslav 
Delegation affirm that thepreeent-day majority was Slovenian. It was, however, 
the opinion of the Yugoslavs that to ~ccept a plebiscite tmplied the recognitiar. 
of the consequences of Austrian "Germanizationtt , and in this way the Yugoslav 
Delegation maintained that its initial claims had been juet. Since the Peace 
Conference was not willing to accept this point of view, the Yugoslav Delega-
tion had proposed the new comprom1se solution, the "Green 11ne" division of the 
basin, which could be regarded as a natl.onal or ethnic frontier. Dr. Zolger's 
argument conVinced t.h8 rrencl1, Brit1ah, and Italian representative8, but of the 
American representaUvIlI only Professor Johnson concurred in his explanation. 
The ftrn three delegations and Dr. Johnson drew up a note to the Supreme Coun-
cil recoranend1ng the Yugoslav compromise solution, with the rest of the Ameri-
can Delegation dissenting. With this the Carinthia que8tion waa reopened and 
Presideilt WUson once again began to collect new material about Carinthia. 46 
On May 22, Colonel tiles prepared for President Wilson a special memo-
randum in which he argued that the only solution for the lO..agenfurt question 
would be a frontier drawn along the creat of the Karavanke Mountains. 'l'his, 
rues maintained, 1'188 not only his present opinion in the matter, but repre .... 
46 Wutte, Kaerntens }o'reiheitsk8mJ?!, 241-242. Ehrlich, "Mirovna konfer-
anca", _K,;;,;ol_ed ........ a.... r 1922, 35. 
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anted the substance of all dacisions made up until that t1me.47 Dr. Johnson 
took action to refute the claims made in the Miles memoranda. He succeeded in 
pursusding'the American experts, Dr. Seymour, Dr. Day, and even Colonel MUes 
himself, to prepare a joint memorandum for President Wilson and the other Amer-
ican Commissioners. In this memorandum it was stated. that the opinions of the 
American Delegation, as also with the opinions of the Peace Conference, had at 
no time been unanimous, and indicated also that the proposBls or the Territor-
ial Committee accepted on April 6, and on May 9 and 10, represented a compro-
mise of the various opinions concauning the whole Austro-Slovenian frontier 
question and not merely or the Klagenfurt problem considered alone. These pro-
posals of the Territorial Canm1ttee bad not been discussed with special refer-
ence to the lUagenturt question either by the Council of Foreign Ministers or 
by the Supreme Council, but were accepted in toto. The question of diViding 
--
Klagenfurt along ethno.;raphic lines had not been discussed. On the basis of 
Colonel MUes' report of February 9, Dr. Seymour and Dr. Day agreed wi. th w.l.es 
that a ujority of the Slovenian population preferred not to be separated from 
the rest of German Carinthia, which constituted an economic and geographic en-
ti ty. Acoordingly.. these three opposed. the neW' Yugoslav proposal.. 
At the end of the joint memorandum was presented the opinion of Dr. 
Johnson, who argued t.hat because of the abnormal conditions under W1ich the 
rules inquiry had taken place, the retJUlting report was without value as a ba-
~s for the future disposal of the Slaveman population of the Klagenfurt Basin, 
41 David Hunter aller, !l Di& !! .:!!! Conference .2! .E!!!!, New York, 
~924 .. II, 471. 
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especially since the results ot this inquiry had been formulated in two contra-
dictory reports. He pointed out that the basin was, to be sure, a geographical 
unit; but since the basin was a typical agricultural region, the economic ties 
wore less strong and less important than they would be in an industrial region. 
According to Johnson, all ethno;~aph1c. strategic, and political considerations 
favored the assini.;ment of the area to Yugoslavia. and he therefore agreed with 
the l;rench, British, and Italian Delegations that the Slovenian territory of 
the basin should be assigned to Yugoslavia on the theory that the Sloven1an maj" 
ority had Sloven1an sentiments, and that the region mould be assigned to an 
Allied rather than to an e~ Power.La 
T~, the question of Klagenfurt came once again before the Supreme 
Council on May 21. Before the Counc1l of Four, President Wilson pointed out 
that there were two principles to be considered regarding the future frontier 
of Carinthia. One was the principle of a natural or geographical frontier. On 
the. basis of this principle, a large part; of Slovenisn territory should be giveE 
to ltal;r, and by the same token the Karavanke "Mountains should be accepted as 
the .future frontier of Carinthia. The other would be the national or ethnograJi 
ical prinoiple, according to which the tfOreen I..ine ll proposed by the Yugoslav 
Delegation would become the future frontier of Carinthia. This would mean at 
the same time that a larGe part of Slovenian territory claimed by Italy on the 
basio of the geographical principle would have to be given to Yugosllllvia. Thus, 
the Supreme CouncU would have to deeide which principle should here be applied. 
h6 Memorandum, Day, Seymour, Miles, and Johnson to !-.meriem MiSSion 
in Paris, May 21, 19l9, 1n Almond and Luta, !reaty.2!~. Germain, .505-.508. 
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Vii.,lnon stated that he wO''.lld preter not to apply one principle for one frontier, 
and another principle for the other front1er. u9 
It is clear that by this strategy President Wilson tried to infiuence 
the Italian Delecat10n to c~'nge its recommendation on the Yugoslav proposal. 
Other'ifisEI, why did he not accept as a solution the Qf.Iplication or U-e eeograpb-
ical principle in determining both frontiers, and agree that the whole nagen-
furt easin should then go to Yu(;oslma as was first proposed by the Yugoslav 
Delegation? 
The Carinthia question was now postponed until May 29, at which time 
no final decision could be reached because President ""'ilson opposed 8.."l.y 
changes_50 On May 29 it was decided that a plebiscite should determine who 
would get the mole basin, the outcome to be based on the total vote. With 
regard to the Tarvisio-Jesen1ce-Vi11ach "Triangle", it was decided that Tarvi-
sio should go to Italy, Vi11ach to Austria, and Jasenice to 'fugoslav1.a. 51 
On Ua,y 30, a group of Slovenian representatives was received by 
Colonel Rouse, PreSident Wilson's "right hand" at the Peace Conference. There 
were two somewhat connicting reports about this Visit. Colonel House wrote in 
his dia.ry: 
May 30, 1919 •. The Archbishop of Carinthia with several delegates trom 
that country oame to expound the oause of the Slovenes. They were de-
lighted to have the news that their wishes have been met. I told them 
49 Minutes CF-31, May 21, 1919, in ,'oreiSl'! Relations, VI, 121 also in 
Aldrovandi Marescott1, Guerra Diplomatioa, 429-LJO. 
SO Minutes CF-40, May 29, 1919, in ~"oreign Relations, VI, 102; Min-
utes CF-41, May 29, 1919, in }'i'oreim RelatiOns, vt, 165=!66. 
Sl Harold Nicolson, Peacemakins 1912. Boston and New York, 1933, 3Sl-
3S2J also in Wutte, Kaerntens Freiheitskamp!, 216. 
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tha.t their der.lands had exceeded their prudence, with the result that 
more territory had been allotted to them than they could probably 
hold by B plebiscite. They did not deny this.52 
Concerning; this SGll}'; vis! t, U r'oport of the Slo11enian Delecation lias 
pr~pared by tho Yucoslav Consul General in Pnri 5, who had served 89 interpreter 
for the group on th~ visit. Dr. Brejc ci.tes this report in his memoirs. 53 The 
Slover.1an lJelecntion which came from Ljubljana included Bishop Jegli~, Dr. Breije 
Dr. Tr111er, and Dr. Ravnikar. Dr. B:rejc explained to Colonel House that they 
had co:ue at the In-at moment to appeal to the Peace Conference to abandon the 
proposed division of the Sloven1an nation. Colonel House assured them that he 
had studied the Slovenian problem and that he was in abTeement wito Vr. Johnson 
on his proposals favoring the Yugoslav claims. House then called in Johnson 
and they discussed the Carinthia frontier. Both House &"ld Johnson azreoo that 
the deeinion to choose 't.'1e Karavanke Mountains as the future frontier was baaed 
on the report of Colon'91 Mlles. House declared that the Klar;enfurt Basin seemec 
to him 80 lar\~e that he doubted if the Slovenians ·.'«:)uld win the plebiscite. 
ThiS, he contended, wns the fault of the Yugoslav Delegation, because they had 
asl{ed for too much tern.-tory. Dr. Brejc replied with the same argument that 
Dr. (olger had presented to the Terri torinl COlMl1ttee on ?~ay 20: that is to 
say, that he believed that the Slovenians had a riGhtful claim to the whole 
territory. If the O~at Powers were aware that this territory was too 18rb~ 
~or a plebiscite, why than did they not change the frontiers of the plebiscite 
larea? Since they had left out the terri tory claimed by the Yugoslav Delegation 
52 Seymour, ed., rntimate Pape::s .2f. ~~ House, IV, 471. 
53 Brejc, "Od prevrata do ustave", S~ovenc1, 183-184. 
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" on the west, which had an unquestioned Slovenian majority, they could in the 
same way eliminate the northern rerman part. Brejc recalled that the Austrians 
had initiated an offensive which resulted in the occupation of the whole of 
Carinthia. The Slovenians had not countered with an offensive only because 
t~.,ey had trusted Allied promises that thai,r claimS 'nould be upheld. Now, Brejc 
submitted" all the f'1ovenians were convinced that Carinthia. lIfl8 lost to them 
because it was not in their possessj.on. F'or this reason, they were preparing 
themselves, with Yugoslav help, to occupy the mole of Carinthia.SIt 
It would be dangarous and misleading to attach ~ special signifi-
cance to the fact that House received the Slovenian Delegation from Ljubljana, 
and that his remarks during the course of the interview seemed to indicate a 
sympathy for their pos1 tioD, since House recei ~,ed man,"{ such delegations every 
day. On the other hand, the 510venian Delegatton held it as a great honor to 
be neei ved by a personal friend of the President of the Um ted States t so that 
their report might possibly be more accurate. In point of fact, Dr. Jegli~ was 
not ftth~ Archbishop of Carinthia", as he is identified in House's entry, but 
wns rather the Bishop of Ljubljana, which is in Camiola. Aleo, there is no 
indication in the report of the Slovenian Delegation that "the,y were delighted 
to have the news that their wishes have been met," as House claims.'S It is 
patently clear tha t their demands had not been met. The rest of the content ot 
the House entry is correct but for the fact that it f:,1.ves a somewhat mistaken 
impression. The Slovenians did not admit that with n plebiscite they would fail 
54 Ibid. 
-5, Ibid. 
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to secure the territo~r claimed by them on february' 18, but rather they as-
s9t'ted the 11" bel ia f that they st:i.ll had a 1"1 gh t to the whole terri tory. They 
opposed a pleb1.scitc because :l plebiscite implied the de facto recot;nttion and 
---
conftrmation by tly, Peace Conference of the funda"'lental injustice done to the 
flovenian nation AS a result o!' "':termanlzation". 
Since the decision of the Supreme Council on May 2? was to accept a 
plebiscite fot' the whole Klagenfurt Basin, this was virtuall;y 'the same as to 
assisn Carinthia to Austria. With regard to this, the Yugoslav Delegation sent 
a. memoramum to the President of the Peace Conference, )1. Clemenceau, on }.tay .31 
In this memorandwn they stated that the Peace Conference did not take into ac-
count either the oriGinal Clovenian cla1ma or their minimum demands, a~d that 
the Conference ~~d not considered the Slovenian claims even ~~thin the limits 
that the Germans themselves were prepared to concede.,6 The sacrifices of 510-
ven1ans on the Mriatic wQu1d be agGravated by the loss of Slovenian Cnrtnthia: 
"The soul of the Slovenian people will never recover from this blow. ,.,1 One 
final appeal was made to the Peace Conference to assign the territory south of 
the "Green Line" to Yugoslavia. The mamorandum further pointed out that, in 
one part of tho draft Radkersburg was ass1~~ed to Yugoslavia, whilo in another 
part it W!'iS nBsir-ned to Austria. Prekmurje was still regarded ns belonp;1ne to 
Hungar-.r since the frontier of Styrtn started at the Mura River.,a This same ob-
,6 Memorandum, Yugoslav Delegation to Clemenceau, May 31, 1919, in 
Almond md Lutz, Treat.l.2!. §!. Germain, 38.3-384. 
57 Ibid., 384. 
-
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jection was expressed by Dr. Trumbi( at the Plenary Session of the Peace Con-
ference, on which occasion M. Tardieu replied that the Radkersburg provision 
was only a mistake, and that Radkersburg would belong to Yugoslavia, while t.he 
?rekmurje question would be decided in the treaty wi th Hunf~ary. Tardieu said 
nothing about Carinthia.59 
Since the Yugoslav Delegation could not reopen the Carinthia question 
with this memorandum, it was decided that, in protest, the Delegation should ab-
sent itself from the Plenary Session of the Peace Conference at which the draft 
was to be handed over to the Austrian Delegation. President Wilson informed 
the Yugoslavs that he would take this as an insult to the Entente-Powers. The 
Yugoslav Delegation then decided to send a note to the Conference stating that 
Yugoslavia could not accept its decisions concerning Carinthia. At the same 
time several members ot the British Delegation succeeded in persuading lJ..~ 
George 9.nd Clemence au that voting in the plebiscite should be by communes or at 
least that the area should be divided into two parts-that is, the voting ahOlld 
not be for the whole basin at once. Since President Wils on liOuld not agree to 
this, M. Clemenceau tore out that page of the draft which contained the previa-
ions concerning Klagenfurt before the draft was handed over to the Austrian Del· 
egation.60 
At noon on June 2, the first draft of the Treaty was formally presen-
ted to the Austrian Delegation, with the proVision that remarks concerning the 
59 Protocol No.8, Plenar,y Session ot Peace Conference, May 31, 1919, 
in Foreign Relations, rII, 403-405. 
60 Nicolson, Peacemakillf; 1912, 355-357J Ehrlich, "Mirovna konterenca", 
Koledar 1922, 36. 
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Treaty should be returned in writing within fifteen days.61 
Thus, the Styria question was resolved in favor of the SlovemansJ 
the Prekmurje and Carinthia problems remained open; the territory of western 
Carinthia was lost to the Slovenians since the Valley of Gail and the Villach 
District were assigned to Austria, the Valley of Ga11itz and of Kanal With Tar-
visio went to Italy. 
61 Wutte, Kaerntens .'reiheltsk8!Ef, 2$lJ Aldrovandi Ma1'88Cotti, 
Guerra Dipl~atica, 4;9=466. 
CHAPTm IV 
THE DRAWING OF THE SF£OND DRAFT 
It has Blready been seen that the Austrian armed force. in Carinthia 
suooeeded in expelling the Sloveman National Guard fran carinthia in the first 
half of M~, 1919. Armistice negotiations between the German and SlOV1tnian rep-
resentatives were unsuocessfully terminated at Klagenfurt on May 11. 
The failure of these negotiations caused the Yugoslav government at 
Beograd to take a more direct and immediate interest in Ws question. The 
first step consisted ot the reorganization or all armed forces in YugoslaVia. 
All of the regular unite of the Yugoslav Dravska DiviS1on, oomprising the Slo-
veman National Guard, Sloveman draftees bombetween 1890 and 1894, and the 
Yugoslav Voluntary' Legion, were mobilized.l General Krsta Smi1jan1& was AI>-
pointed supreme ooamander of the Dravska D1 vision which contained some twenty-
two battaliOns, four squadrons, and twenty batteries, and had approximately 
10,200 rifles and eighty cannon.2 On Kay 28, several units of the Dravska 
Division occupied Dravograd and Rosenbach, while others were crossing the Kara-
vanke Mountains through the Rosenbach and Jezersko Passes. 
On May 29, the DiVision occupied the land between Dravograd and Blei-
burg. On May 30 they occupied Lav8I1uent and F'erlach, On June 2 St. Paul, and 
1 The Division took i te name frOlJl the River Drava. 
2 Andrejka, flRazvoj vOja~tvan, Slovenci, 285-287. 
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:m June 3, V8lkermarkt. By June 6 the Yugoslav armed forces had reached Brue-
tel, west of Klagenfurt, and Zollfeld, and had the city of Klagenfurt blocked 
"rom the north and the south. At this same time the Italian XXII Army Corps 
pccupied Feldkirchen, st. Veit, and Tarvisio. with eighteen battalions and full 
artillery. This Italian Arrq Corps thus blocked the path of the Yugoslav for-
~es and supported Austrian claims under the pretense of protecting the railroad 
onnections between Vienna and Trieste.3 
As soon as the offensive began, the Austrians asked for an armis-
lIice. Negotiations were conducted in the city of Kranj from June 4 to June 7. 
ecause the Austrians refused to accept the Yugoslav proposal that the "Green 
.ine" should be the dividing line between Austrian and Yugoslav troops, and 
hat the area north of Klagenfurt should be proclaimed neutral, the Yugoslav 
orces on June 6 occupied the c1 ty of Klagenfurt. The Austrians now feared the 
oss of the city of Villach and Signed the armistice on June 7. Later the same 
~y an Italian captain, Reusel by name, arrived from Vienna with instructions 
o the Austrian Delegation not to sign the armistice since the Supreme Council 
auld order the Yugoslav forces to evacuate the Klagenfurt Basin. The follo.-
ng day, June 8, the Austrian Delegation recalled its signature of the armis-
ice. 
During the course of the offensive, the Italians tried in every way 
1 os sible to help the Austrians. They supplied the Austrians with intelligence 
• bout the strength and movements of the Yugoslav forces; one such intelligence 
I eport was intercepted by the Yugoslav army in K1agenfurt 01:. June 8. The XXII 
3 Temper1ey, History.2!..!:!!. Peace Conference, IV, 124-125. 
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Italian Army Corps occupied Slovenian land in BOuthwestern Carinthia, the val-
ley around Tarv1sio, the Gail Valley, the territory southwest of VUlach, and 
the District ot Villach itself, in order to prevent the occupation ot this tel'\-
ritory by the Yugoslav army. l!'inal1y, on June 10, 1919, an Inter-allied Com-
mission, which was under Italian influence, came to Klagenturt and demanded the 
evacuation of the Yugoslav army from the whole Klar:enfurt Basin. On the same 
day the Ii'rench ambusador in Beograd protested in the name of the Supreme Coun-
cil against the Yugoslav occupation of southern Carinthia. The Yugoslav gov-
eranent ignored all protests and made no effort to comply with the demand to 
evacuate southern Carinthia. It merely countered with a question: why had not 
the Supreme Councll protested any of the earlier Austrian offensives? In other 
words, why had it not ordered the Austrians back in the beginning at M87 when 
they occupied the whole of Car1nth1a,u .As will be seen, this question was lat-
er d1scu.ssed many times by the Peace Conference in various stages of its de1ib-
erations. 
Ckl June 2, the first draft of the Treaty was presented to the Austri-
an Delegation. As early as May 31, however, President Wilson had asked Profes-
sor Johnson to prepare his findings on Carinthia.' 
Professor Johnson submitted a memorandum on the Carinthia question on 
June 2. In the first part of this memorandum Johnson presented a short history 
of the solutions proposed tor the question of Klagenfurt. He criticized the 
4 Yugoslav Arm:! to Peace Conference, Intelligence Report No. 281, 
Yay 29, 1919, Annex A to Minutes HD-6, July 12, 1919, in f2reign Relations, VII, 
123-125. Ehrlich, "Mirovna konferenca", Koledar 1922, 37-39. 
, Wutte, Xaerntens If'reiheitskampf, 2,1. 
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~ 22 memorandum of Colonel Miles and devoted special attention to the joint 
memorandum of May 21. He asserted that the question ot the Klagenturt Basin 
had always been a very difficult one and. that the opinions of the experts were 
in no way unanimous. In the, aecond part of his memorandum, Johnson explained 
in somewhat more detail his point of View which, in general, was similar to 
that expressed in the Joint memorandum. By way of conclusion he laid down sev-
eral principles regarding the Klagenfurt question for the American Delegation. 
Firstly, the presumption that the Slovenian population south of the "Green 
Line" proposed by the Yugoslav Delegation preferred a YUt;oslav administration 
to an Austrian one, should be accepted. Secondly, a set of articles should be 
prepared which would guarantee the liberty of local commerce within the Basin. 
Finally, if necessary, a rule could be accepted which would give the Slovenians 
the right, after a certain specified period of time, to protest against the in-
clusion into Yugoslavia. '!'his solution would make it possible for the Sloven-
ian population to determine its own future irrespective of the influence ot 
German votes. 6 
Thus, the Carinthia question came once again before the Council ot 
, 
Four, sitting as the Supreme Council, on June 4. At this time, V. Vssnie de-
fended before the Council the second YUGoslav proposal, the "Oreen Line". His 
arguments, in general .. were the same as those of Dr. (olger when he introduced 
this same proposal to the Territorial Committee on May 20. After Vesni6 1s pre-
sentation, President Wilson explained his projected solution. He disclosed a 
map of the Klagenfurt Basin diVided by a purple line. This line was virtually 
6 tiller,!:!l Dim, IX, 411-414. 
~ 
the same as the Yugoslav "Green Line". The southern part, claimed by Yugoslav-
1a, was m.arked "Aft; the ncrthem part, which the Yugonlav Delegation was pre-
pared to cede to Austria, was marked "D". Wilson now suggested that the 1nhab-
1unts of the ""." Zone should vote at an early date after the 81f1linr: of the 
peace treaty, in a plebiscite to determine whether they should be united to 
Yugoslavia or to Austria. Should they vote for ,Il,ustria, both Zones "A" and 
ftB" would go to ~ustria. On the other hand, should they vote for Yugoslavia, 
Zone ~Bft would then also vote in a plebiscite to choose between Yugoslavia and 
Austria. 
, 
~f. Vesnie replied that he had already supplied numerous reasons to 
indicate why the Yugoslav Delegation opposed a plebiscite. According to Aus-
trian statistics of the year 1910, there were in the terri tory ccxnprising 
Zone "A", some 73,488 inhabita,11ts. Of these" 50,837 were Slovenian, and the 
remaining 22,6)1, German-Speaking. These figures, although they indicated 
olearly that the Slovenians were in the majority, failed to take into account 
the fact that the Slovenians had been subjected for many years to GermElll influ-
ence and German propaganda against the Serbs, and as a rawl t might not be sym-
pathetic to Balkan unity. Vasn1t argued that if it was necessary to accept a 
plebiscite for the ares, he would propose that the vote be taken by oommunes 
rather than for the whole of Zone "AI!. President 1/ilson and Lloyd George re-
fused this proposal on the ground that they could not understand why the 510-
venian population should not vote for YugoslaVia. U. ''e8016 explained that 
they would vote for YugoslaVia only if they had been left for a period of years 
wi thout Oarman pressure and influence. Hotm thstanding tho Yugoslav objections 
the Councll of }i'our agreed to the plebiscite for Carinthia as proposed b7 Pres-
ident Wilson. The whole area was to be administered by a local government un-
r 
10 
til the plobiscite took place. The plebiscite itself would take place under 
the supervision of the L08a,"Ue of Nations. The Territorial Committee was to 
prepare these propositions for the Treaty, and the Yugoslav Delegation was to 
set ~~e date on wluch tr£ plebiscite woUld be held.7 
(R1 June S, a group of Slavenian representatives including President 
13rejc, Bishop t1ogli~, Dr. TrUler, Jr. havnikar, and the lieputiss Prepeluh and 
Golouh, were received by' President '>\i180n. The Yugoslav Consul General at 
Paris, Dr. Svege1j, served as interpreter and he wrote a report of the audience 
wr.ich Dr. Drejc later published in his memoirs. ur. Drejo saluted President 
Wilson with the words: II Ave Wilson, Sloveni IlOri turi 1:e salutant." He po1ntec:l _ _ _...0.-...0.-.... 
out thnt under the former Monarcby, Slovenians possessed no politioal rights, 
but they ore at least united under one state. Now, after the war, they were 
to be divided anong four states. 'Wilson replied that he had tried to help the 
Slovenians, bl~t that in his opinion the IUagenfurt .lJasin was a geographical 
uni t and it seemed to him that it should remain undivided. 
The Slovenian Lelegation tried to win aver President Wilson to the 
!lGreen Line II proposal. Viilson anawered that he could not understand why the 
Sloveninns were afraid of a plebi sci te since they would now have an opportuni tl 
to gain more terri tory than they had claimed wi. th their nOreen Line". He had 
given the Sloveninns the benefit of the right of self-determination, \\by, if' 
they were Slovenian, should they not vote far I~oalaV1a1 By way of answering 
this objection, the Sloven1an rt:1preaentatives proceeded to outline for the 
1 Minutes CJo'-4" June 4, 1919, in Foreign Relations, VI, 17.3-180, 
Luigi Aldrovandi Marescotti .. Nuov1 Ricord1 e frammenti d1 diano E!! far seguit p 
! Ouerr,a Diplomatica (!2!!i-12i2', Milano, 1938, 2)-32. - -
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Prea1dent the history ot the "Germanization" ot Slovenia. They argued that 
the imposed and enforced soc1al structure which reclted trom Sloven1an domina-
tion by a "master race" could not be removed OVernight, am that only after 
this influence was removed b7 time lIOuld there exist the proper atmosphere in 
which a new Slovenian intelligentsia could ariss to defend Slovenian culture in 
Carinthia. Until all this would be accomplished, the Slovenian representatives 
were reluctant to accept the responsibility for a plebiscite. As the situation 
then stood, with a social structure based on one hundred years of subjection, a 
large part at the Slovenian population would be afraid to vote tor YugoslaVia. 
They would vote for Austria not because they preferred Austria to Yugoslavia, 
but rather out of fear that the Germans lIOuld retum and would revenge them.-
selves. Twice before Austrian troops had occupied Carinthia without protest 
fran the Peace Conference. In their last occupation, the Germans had plundered 
and burned down farms, and had murdered IW'IY' peasants. What assurance was thC'8 
that they would not return a third time? 
These, in 8ubstance, were the reasons why the Slovenian Delegation 
was opposed to a pleb1sci te for Carinthia. The Delegation then introduced the 
question of the Slovenian coastland, where the situation was much different. 
lieN there wre Slovenian schools and a Slaveman 1ntellienta1aJ here also 
many Sloven1ana were engaged in commercial enterprises. The Slmenian Delega-
tion inquired of PresidentWllson 8S to the reasons why the Allied Powers had 
de!lied a plebisc1 te to the Slovenians in these regions while at the same time 
forcing them to a plebiscite in Carinthia. PreSident Wilson gave no answer to 
this question. At the conclusion of the interview, Bishop Jegl.1~ thanked Wil-
son for his interest and offered to pray for the PreSident and his family. 
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Wilson was delighted, and expressed his thanks. In his report on the interv1e~ 
Dr. tvegelj later remarked that he had the impression that President Wilson did 
not fully understand the question of "Germanization" iim Carinthia and its con-
sequences.8 
On June 6, the problem of the administration of the plebisci t9 area 
was taken under disucssion by the Territorial Committee. M. Tardieu remarked 
that it would be Virtually impossible to find clerks sufficiently conversant 
with both the Slovenian and German languages as to be able to carry out the 
work impartially. If German clerks were appOinted, they would almost certainly 
continue their "Germanization" po1iqr. It was finally accepted as the only 
possible solution that Zone "B" should have a German administration and Zone flj}t 
a Yugoslav (Slovenian) administration until the plebiscite took place. The It-
f8,lian Delegation proposed an alternative diVision of the plebiscite area which 
opposed Yugoslav administration in Zone "A".9 
After the decision of the Supreme Council on June 4 and the interview 
wi th President Wilson, the Yugoslav Delegation saw that its "Green Line" propos-
al would not be accepted by the Peace Conference. Consequently, the Delegation 
prepared a new proposal, which was outlined in a letter to the Peace Conference 
~m June 6. In this latter they requested that Zone "A" be placed under Yugoslav 
~nistration and Zone "B" under Austrian administration. After a certain time 
8 Brejc, "ili prevrata do ustave", Slovenci, 184-187; mentioned also 
n Minutes CF-49A, June 6, 1919, in Foreign Relations, VI, 211. 
9 Report of the Territorial Committee to Supreme Council, June 6, 
919, Appendix III to Minutes CF-52, June 7, 1919, in F'oreign Relations, VI, 
~55-457. 
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the population of Zone "A" would have the right. to protest. against union with 
Yugoslavia and request union nth Austria. In the event that a majority would 
not fav;,r union with Austria, the population of Zone "8ft should be g:1ven the 
right to protest against union with Austria and to request union with Yugoslav-
ia. On the follonng day the Yugoslav Delegation sent a second letter in 1Ihioh 
it explained who, under its new proposal, would have the right to vote. This 
right should be g:1 van to any person twenty years of age or older who was born 
in the plebiscite area and had maintained permanent residence in the plebiscite 
area from January 1, 1919, and to any person who, although not born in the pleb-
iscite area, had maintained permanent residence frOl1'l January 1, 1905. It was 
suggested that the plebiscite commiSSion be composed of five members, three to 
be nominated by the Allied forces, the fourth by Yugoslavia, and the fifth by 
Austria. The plebiscite Should be held within three to six months after the 
present treaty had been placed in effect, and should be held first in Zone ItA II , 
and three weeks later in Zone "B". The front1ers of the "AM Zone, according to 
the Yugoslav proposal, should be the same as those proposed in the nOreen Line" 
P1Vi8 io:t. 10 
The question once again came before the Supreme Council on June 1, 
at which time the Council rejected both the proposals submitted by the Territor-
... 81 Comm:l.ttee and those submitted by the Yugoslav Delegation. Instead, it was 
~eo1ded that the administration of the whole plebiscite area should be placed 
mder the direct supervision of an 1nternat1onal conmiss1on. The Yugoslav Dele-
10 Ehrlich, ·'Mlrov.na konferenca", Koledar 1222, 31 J l'utte, Kaerntena 
re1hei takampt. 466. 
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gation .replied in a note on June 9, that it could not accept this decision. 
The entire administration, it was allowed, would be placed in German hands and 
the policy of "Gemanization" wruld receive Ii semblance of international proteo 
t1on.U 
At about the same time the Italian Delegation tried to secure a deci-
sion that the Yugoslav forces should be ordered to leave the territory which 
they had occupied in Carinthia from May 28 to June 1. This question was Vital 
for Yugoslavia in the sense that if Yugoslav troops remained in Zone "A" of Car-
inthia, German inn uenee over the 5lovenian peasants would be diminished and 
they would no longer be afraid to declare themselves in favor of union with 
YugoslaVia. This same problem W88 known also to the Austrian Delegation, which 
attempted by every means possible to remove the Yugoslav forces from Carinthia. 
On June 11 Baron SoMino proposed that the Council of }I'our take a definite p0-
sition with regard to the evacuation of the Klagenfurt Basin. The Couna1l ot 
l"our decided that the whole question should be referred to the Council of F'or-
eign Ministers and that the Territorial Committee should propose a line behind 
which both forces should remove.12 
At its session on June 18 the Territorial Committee discussed the 
question of evacuation. At the same time a proposal made by Dr. ~o1ger which 
called for the incorporation of the Merica Valley into Zone flA" was also die-
cussed. The Committee reoaumended that Zone "A" be attaohed to Yugo81aVia, 
11 Minutes CF-52, June 1, 1919, in }'oreise RelatiOns, VI, 242-243. 
12 Minutes CF-14, June 11. 1919, in l"oreisn Relations, VI, 5J4, Wutte, 
Kaerntens F'reihe1tsk!llJ?!.. 293. 
Zone ItS" to Austria, and that the administration of both zones be placed under 
the control or an international commission. F£Ch ot tm five Great Powers 
would nar1i.nate one member to the oommissj.on) Austria and Yugoslavia would also 
nominate one member each. The right to vote in the plebiscite was allowed to 
every person t'l"t'Etnty years of age who was born in the area and had been a per-
n.arlent resident at the time that the treaty came into force. The limits ot the 
territor,y were as they had previously been decided, except that the Metica 
Valley was to be excluded from Zone itA". 
The Italian Delegation dissented from this deCision of the Territol"-
ial CCXDm1ttee, insisting that the area should be evacuated. of troops and that 
the right to vote in the plebiscite ftlould be extended to include all persons 
twenty years of age or older who had been resident in the area as ot August, 
19l1h13 The Council of Foreign ,..in1stere discussed the question again on June 
18 and 19, after which it accepted the proposals of the Territorial Committee. 
In addition to the proVisions already stated, it was decided that the Yugoslav 
forces should withdraw to the south of the "purple" or Itgreen" line, and the 
Austrians to the north ot this line. This simply meant that the Yugoslavs 
would occupy Zone "A" and the Austrians Zone "B". Again the Italians, in the 
parson ot Baron Sonnino, dissented.14 
13 Note trom Territorial Committee to Coilncil of Foreit?1l Ministers, 
June 18, 1919, Appendix "C" to Minutes lU-2S, June 18, 1919, in Foreit: Rela-
tions, IV, 840-841; Note trom Territorial Canm1ttee to Supreme COUna~ June 18 
1919, Annex "A" to Minutes Flf-26, June 19, 1919, in F'oreign Relations IV, 845-
846. 
14 Minutes FM-25, June 18, 1919, in Forei~ RelatioO! IV, 834-837, 
Minutes »1-26, June 19, 1919, in Foreign Relations" 842-845. 
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The matter was finally resolved by the Council of Four on June 21. 
The Council, in general, approved the proposals of the Territorial Committee. 
The Yugoslav and i'ustrian forces were to be reduced to minimum necessary to 
maintain public order, and in the near future they were to be replaced by a lo-
cal recruited police force. The plebiscite in Zone tfAIt was to be held three 
months aft<:>r the coming into force of the treaty, and three weeks later in Zone 
"SIf. The International Plebiscite Oonm1BS~on would consist of four permanent 
members, representing the United States, Great Britain, rrance, am Italy. 
iVhen dealing with l1l8tters affecting Zone flBtt an Austrian representative Wluld 
be added, and when dealing with the matters affecting Zone "A" a Yugoslav rep.-
resentative would be added. All persons twenty years old or older who had re-
sided in the zone since January 1, 1912, were qualified to vote. Thus, the 
voting provision represented a caapromise between the Yugoslav proposal for Ja 
uary 1, 1905, and the Italian proposal for August, 1914.15 
()l June 23 the Supreme Council ordered that YugoslaV and .Austrian 
armed forces were to wi thdraw respectively' south and north of the "purple" or 
"green" line which divided Zones itA" and "6".16 
en June 25 the Territorial Cona1ttee completed the articles ot the 
Austrian Treaty. These articles were the same in the second draft ot July 20, 
and in the final Treaty. 
Another ASpect of the frontier question to be considered here i. that 
15 Minutes OF-79, June 21, 1919, in Foreign Relations. VI, 581-586. 
16 Temperley, ~ of l!!!. Peace Conference, IV, 371J also Almond 
and Lutz, Treatl.2!: §!. &r ,~20. 
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of Prekmurje, the terr1tor.r on the northeast side of the River Mura, which was 
under Hungarian administration. The ~noven1an ex~rt for the Prekmurje ques-
tion at the Pea.ce Conference was Professor MaUja SlaV1~. Because the avail-
able HungArian statistics fnile<! to indicate where S10venians were living in 
the Prekmurje area, Dr. Slavi~ had to prepare all the statistical data and maps 
On June 21, 1919, the Slovenian representatives from Prekmurje, JO~f Klek1,Sn 
Josip Godina, and Ivan Jer1~, prepared and signed a memorandum to the Peace 
Conference in which they requested the union of Prekl'llurje with the rest of 510-
venia in Yugoslavia, and calling for Yugoslav occupation and Slovenian adminis-
tration of the terri tory. Here they indicated their desire for the unification 
of Slovenians around the River Raab with those living in Prekmurje. en June 28 
when the treaty with Germany was Signed, the Yugoslav Delegation sent this me~ 
ran dum in French and English translations to the forty-five representatives at 
the Peace Conference. On JulY 8 the Yugoslav Delegation addressed a note to 
~A. Tardieu, Mr. Johnson, and Mr. Leeper in' which they asked that the twelve 
Slovenian Villages along the River Raab be assiened to Yugoslavia together with 
Prekmurje.17 
The Prekmurje question was discussed by the Supreme Council on July 9 
The Supreme Council accepted tr£ proposals of the Territorial Committee, pre-
pared for the most part by Dr. Johnson, according to which Prekmurje was aa-
signed to Yugoslavia, although the question of the Slovenian villages along the 
17 SlavicY, ItDrtavni prevrat", Slovenci, 26)-264, Ehrlich, "M1rovna 
konferenca", Koledar 1922, 41-42. 
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River Rub was left open.18 With the acceptance of this decision by the Su-
preme Council, the last part of the frontier between Slovenia and Austria ... 
determined for inclusion in the second draft of July 20. This part. of the 
frontier remained unchanged in the final draft ot the treaty. 
On July 10 the Yugoslav Delegation sent a note to M. Cl8menceau, as 
pr'ea1dent ot the Pea. Conference, requesting permiSSion to occupy Prekmurje, 
which had already been assigned to Yugoslavia by the Conference, and at the 
same time requesting once again that the Slovenian villages along the River 
Raab be assigned to YugoslaVia. This question was resolved detin1tive17 on 
August 1, when the Supreme Councll decided that the frontier would not be 1m-
proved, from the geographical point of view, if the Slovenian Villages in ques-
tion were assigned to YugoslaVia. The Council did, however, accede to tbe 
Yugoslav request for permission to oocup,y PreKmarje. The Yugoslav army occu-
pied Prekmurje on August 12, 1919.19 
As had already' been suggested, the Austrian Delegation had no direct 
influence over the proposals contained in the first draft of the treaty. Their 
claims, however, were supported, as has been seen, by Professor Coolidge in 
Vienna and by Colonel Miles, and also b.r the Italian Delegation. On June ) 
18 V1nutes HD-), July 9, 1919, in F'oreiSj5 Relations, VII, 62, [(ecOID-
mendations of the Territorial Committee, Appendix to Minutes HD-), July 9, 
1919, in Forei~ RelatiOns, VII, 75-76. 
19 Minutes HD-21, Ajgust 1, 1919, in Forei, Relations, VII, 4,4-4", 
Note, Territorial Com1ttee to Supreme Council, JUly 2, 1919, Appendix F to 
Minutes f1D-21, August 1, 1919, in Fore!:f; Relationa, VII, 468-469, Note, Terri-
torial Committee to Supreme Counait, J 2g, 1919, Appendix H to Minutes HD-21. 
August 1, 1919, in ForeiE Relations, VII, 473-474. 
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Professor Wutte and M. Schllmy sent to the Gennan govertllQBnt in Carinthia a mes-
sage to the effect that the Italian Delegation could be counted upon to support 
Austrian claims regarding Carinthia and indicating that a plebiscite would be 
accepted for Carinthia, and further that the plebiscite area should not be too 
small. They suggested that the Carinthia government request Segre and the It-
alian Commissioner to explain this question to Baron Sonn1no and. lI. Orlando. 20 
Th1s message or Wutte proVides a str1k1ng illustration of' Italian and Austrian 
collaboration against the Slovenian claims. In this way the Austrian Delega-
tion ft, kept informed about the deCisions ot the Peace Conference at various 
stages ot its deliberations, and was well prepared to submit its remarks on 
the first draft. 
The Austrian Delettation had arrived in Paris on May 13, and on June 2 
it received the first draft of the treaty. On June 10 it prepared and sent an 
introduction to its memorandum of June 16.21 On June 25, M. Renner, president 
of the AUstrian Delegation, sent a letter to the Peace Conference introducing 
the Austrian counter-proposals of July 10.22 In the aforementioned notes and 
memoranda, the Austrian Delegation disclosed its position along the follow1ng 
lines I first, that German Austria should be regarded 8.8 a new ltate like the 
20 Wutte, Kaemtens Freiheitskampf, 466. 
21 SIl-Bulletin No. 356, June 10, 1919, in Almond and Lutz, T16ti of 
st. Germain, 204-209, also Aldrovandi Marescotti, Guerra Diplornatica, 2 - 9fj 
ml-Biinetin No. 383, June 16, 1919, in Almond and LUtz, Treaty ~ g. Oermai~ 
276-297. 
22 SIt-Bulletin No. 411, June 25, 1919, in Almond and Lutz, Treaty of 
St. Germain, 297-298; Counter Proposals of the Austrian Delegation, JUly 10,-
!9l9, in AlmOnd and Lutz, Treaty.2!.~. Germain, 299-308. 
.. 
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other states formed fran the territory of the former )(onarch;y, and secondly, 
that the German population of the new Austrian state could in no way be consid-
ered responsible for the crimes perpetrated by regimes of the former state. 
Regarding Slovenian territory, it was indicated that the linguistic frontier 
was not clearly drawn since the races were mixed and numerous German minorities 
lived in Carniola and in the Slovenian Coastland region. The Austrian Delega-
tion indicated that Austria would vollriltarilT abandon any' and all claim to 
these minorities and, by AT of compensation lIOuld require only natural or geo-
graphical frontiers. In this way she ltOuld get some insignificant rural dis-
tricts in Carinth1a and Styrta 1n order to secure the great l1nes ot cammunica-
tion whioh were of primary importance to her eoonomic l1fe. This, it was rea-
aoned, would cause no harm or injustice to the Sloventans, since the minorities 
had declared their wish to be un1 ted wi. th German Austria. The Austrian Delega-
tion would support tbe olaims of these people for a plebiscite on the ground 
Itof the fundamental right of nations to self-determination, a humanitarian 
r1ght whioh the Powers have extolled to the nations exhausted by the war. u23 
The Austrian Delegation demanded that the area of the plebiscite be evacuated 
by Yugoslav and Austrian troops and ocoupied by the troops of a third state 
and also that the plebisoite deoide the future boundary by communes rather t 
for the whole area. The Delegation from German Carinthia conSistently opposed 
this decision of the Austrian Delegation. 24 
23 SH-Bulletin No. 411, June 25, 1919, in Almond and Lutz, Treaty 0 
2!!. Germain, 297. 
24 Wutte, Kaerntens 1'~reihe1 tskampf, 297. 
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Hegarding Carinthia, the Austrian Delegation was of the opinion that 
it represented a geographical and economical entity and that this entity shoul 
not be destroyed. Accordingly they demanded the Whole of fl<.Nenian Carinthia 
except for the Jezersko Commune. They also requested that the plebiscite are 
be enlarged to include the Villach District, tr.e Valleys of Ga11, O&1l1tz, and 
Kanal, along with the Distr1ct of Tarvisio. 
More elaborate were the Austrian claims regarding Styria. bOlll the 
ethnic point of view, it was argued that it was 1mpossible to draw a clear 
line since the territory had a mixed population. The entire population ot 
this territory was un! ted with the northern Styrians "by the special character 
of their customs, manners, economic interests, and their aericultural and 1n-
duetri81 undertakin&8, as well as by their spirt t of solidan ty and their pro-
Vincial patrioti sm. ,,2$ In this miXed terri tory the German language indisput.-
ably played the predcm1nant role. The cd ty of Maribor was an "historical bul-
wark of Deman civilization. ,,26 The frontiers proposed by the Peace Conferenc 
1 t was asserted, would destroy the economic and commercial unity of Central 
Styria. All the real estate of the cities and the commerce and industry ot 
the Maribor Bas1n were almost ent1rely in the hands of German-speaking Styr-
1ans. All the estab11shments of the Maribor Basin and the Drav. Valley had 
been created, in the German View, by Itthe zeal and spirit of organization of 
our people. rt27 The railway "triangle" fran Bruck to V1l1ach to Maribor would 
2S Memorandum on Styria, SH-Bullet1n No. J8J, Annex S, June 16, 1919, 
in Almond and I..utz, T.rsatl.2!~. Germain, J8$. 
26 Ibid. 
-
27 Ibid., )86. 
-
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be blocked by the proposed frontier and the I'ustrian Republic would lose its 
direct connection with Italy and the port of Trieste. Furthermore, many Ger-
mans employed by the Bouthern Hai.lways would lose their work: 
The Southern Hailway Companies employ at the present tiJrle more than 
4,000 workmen and employees of German raoe, who, together with 
their families, represent 15,000 people. Most of these families of 
workin~~m have permanently settled in Marburg for the last ten 
years. 
Wi th the proposed new frontier the eX"Ploi tatton of hydraulic power on the J)rava 
River would be rendered impossible for Austria, and this in turn, it was con-
tended, was the only hope of securing electricity for northern Styria. These 
were the considerations in view of whicil the .i\ustriM Dalegation propoSEtd a 
plebiscite for the whole Maribor Basin, includinv the ~fura Valley and Radkers-
burg. 29 
It should be noted that these contentions of the Austrian Delegation 
were based exclusively on economic claims. They did not deny that the popula-
tion was not German, nor that the German enclaves '.'lithin Styria and Carinthia 
were merely a consequence of "Germanization". This fact is clearly demonstra-
ted by the statement concerning the r~rman railway workmen who had settled 
down wi thin the last ten years. Tm language of Styria was German because the 
whole administration was German. In return for all the German enclaves in Car-
niola and in the Sloven1an Coastland the Austrians were now requestlng Sloven-
ian land in Carinthia and Styria. 
28 Ibid. 
-
29 See Map 6, p. 53 and Uap 7, p. 83. 
MAP 1* 
PROP<l".J\LS Fon 'I'm: FRONTIER IN ST'fRIA 
*Source: Orafenauer et al., Koro"ki zbornik, 415. 
Legend: 
1 Styriats boundar,y. 
2 £iuundary of judicial districts. 
J Proposal of the Territorial Committee accepted 
by the Supreme Council on )fay 12, 1919. 
h Sloveman ethnic frontier of 1810, roughly the 
northern frontier of the plebiscite area. 
5 Yugoslav proposal of J<ebruary 18, 1919. 
6 Southern frontier of the plebiscite area pro-
posed by the American and Italian Delega-
tions; also frontier proposed by the Viles 
field Commission an F'ebruary 12, 1919. 
1 Southern frontier of the plebiscite area pro-
posed by the French and f~1i;1ish Delegations; 
also frontier line claimed by the Austrian 
lte1egation in its first Ref J.y on June 10, 
1919. 
8 Southern frontier of the nlebiscit8 area as 
proposed by the Austrian Delegation on 
August 6 and 9, 1919. 
9 Austrian claims in their counter-proposals to 
the first draft. June 16, 1919. 
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Also worthy of note is the fact t~~t these Austrian counter-proposal 
had no influence on tte second draft of the treaty, whie.'l was delivered to 
the Austrian Delegation on July 20, 1919. Tr..e Austro-Slovenian frontier as 
proposed in the second draft of the treaty was as follows: ?rekmurje would go 
to Yugoslavia; the Styr1a frontier was the same as proposed in the .first drat' 
which is to say that the whole or Southern Styria together 'With the Drave Val 
ley, the Maribor Basin, the Mara Valley, and the city of Radkersburg, should g 
to Yugoslavia. Carinthia was divided into two zones for purposes of the for 
thcom1ng plebiscite which would determine the future of the whole Klagenrurt 
Basin. The Me~ica Valley and the Jezer:JKo Commune ware given to Yugoslavia 
without plebiscite. The western part of Slovanian Carinthia was not included 
in the plebiscite area, but was divided between Yugoslavia, Austria, and Itnly 
as proposed. in the first draft.)O 
30 Ibid. 
-
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CHAPTER V 
THE DRAWING OF THE FINAL DRAFT 
The present chapter will concern itself with the Yugoslav 3!'ld Aus-
trian remarks about the second draft of the treaty, and with the efforts of 
the Yugoslav Delegation to prevent a plebiscite for Southern Styria, all cul-
min~ting in the signing of the final draft of the treaty. 
On July 25 the Yugoslav Delegation submitted a memorandum to the 
Peace Conference in which it was pointed out the,t according to the second 
draft of the treaty the territories of Western Carinthia cla1med by the Slo-
venians had been g1.ven either to Italy or to Austria. Only the District of 
'l'arvis10 had been reserved for later decision. The memorandum requested that 
these territories, the Valleys ot Kanal and 0&11itz, on the one hand, and the 
Gail Valley and the District of VUlach on the other, should either be 8S8i 
to Yugoslavia or at least that they should be included in Zone 
iacite area.1 
On August 6 the Austrian Delegation sent a covering letter to its 
"Cbservations lt on the frontiers of Austria, and on August 9, it sent the fI(l).. 
servations lt themselves and counter-proposals, plus an "Annex e" devoted to the 
1 Memorandum, Yugoslav Delegation to Peace Conference, July 25, 
1919, SIi-Bulletin No. 610, in Almond and Lut., 'treaty; !!! !ii. Germain, 354-355. 
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question of Styria.2 'rho Austrian Delegation pointed out once ags1n that Aus-
tria should bo regarded as a new state, and that sha was not responsible lor 
the crimes of the war. 
Regarding the Carinthia question, the Austrian Delegatl.on protested 
that the Kana! Valley along with the District of Tarvisio had bean ;,~iv6n to 
Italy. Because of the rs11way connection, the northern part of the Valley ot 
MeJica, it argued, should be attached to Zone "A" of Carinthia. The whole 
plebiScite area should be evacUated and occupied by a neutral power. The Dele 
gation also requested that the plebiscite be taken by COOlmWleS or at least tha 
the Zones should be subdivided-Zone 'WI into three par-ts, and Zone nB" into 
two parts.3 The plebisc1 te should be held on the same day in all Zones. 
The principal attention of the Austrian Delegation was directed to 
the Styria question. To this question the whole "Annex C· of the "Observa-
tions" was dedicated. Here it was stated that conditions in the Klagenf'urt 
and Maribor Basina were the same. The railroad line connecting these two 
basins was also the main connection of IQ.agenfurt with the rest ot the world. 
As before, they argued that too Maribor Basin formed a geographical unit with 
Central Styria, a.'ld that it had strong economic ties with Northarn Styria. 
2 Covering Letter to Observations, Austrian Delegation to Peace Co 
ference, AUb,'11st 6, 1919, SH-Bulletin No. 656, in Almond and Lutz, Treat;y .2! St. 
Germain, 215-218J Chservations, Austrian Delegation 'D Peace Conrerence, August 
9, 1919, SH-Bulletin No. 668, in Almond and Lutz, Treaty ot St. Germaint ~o-323, Memorandum on Styria, Annex C to (l)servatiol18, August9;-1919, S1t::Bulleti 
No. 668, in Almond and LutB, Treaty 2f. ~ Oenaain, 390-394. 
3 See Map 1, p. 83. 
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'" The hydraulic forces of the River Drava were of the greatest importance to 
Austria. A special chapter of ItAnnex eft was devoted to the Valley of the Rive 
}Aura and especially to the Districts of Apa(fe and RadkersburgJ here it was ar-
gued that this territory had always belonged to the integral. German territory. 
The railway connecting SpieUeld with Radkersburg was iildisponsable to the Aus 
trian economy and commerce, and for this reason the territor,y should be incl 
dad in the plebisc1 te area of Styr1a. 
All of the Austrian ar{,'UlDents had an economic or geographical basis. 
The Austrian Delegation could lS"oduce no valid ethnic argumen'ti 'tio jus'ti1.fy its 
demand for this territory. It did, however, invent such an argument--it sta 
that the Styrians were not Slovenians but Wends. It was argued that throughou 
the history of Slovenia the word Wenden was frequently used as a synonym for 
Sloveman in the German language. So far as this statement that the natives 0 
Southem Styria were not 5109'en18ns but 'lends was concemed, Dr. Slavi~, the 
Slovenian expert for Styria at the Peace Conference, was of the opinion that 
this theory had been fabricated by the fonner assistant mayor of Radkersburl, 
Dr. Kamniker, who came to Paris as the Austrian expert for Styria.4 Dr. Kamnik 
er, or Slovenian origin but of German sentiment, was himself a tJP1cal 
of the "Germanization", as well 8S being its most outspoken apologist. 
nikerts theory as put forth by 'tihe Austrian Delegation was expressed as foll 
)'rom the ethnic point of View the inhabi tents are Germans and 
native Wends, the same as in Carinthia. It is a country of mixed 
tongues. In the cities and Villages belong1ng to them, the aermans 
form a major1ty as high as 90%; in the country, the Germane and 
Wends l1ve side by side. The Wends differ essentially from the 510-
4 Slavi~. ttDrlavni prevrat", Slovenc1, 261. 
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venea or Carntola. According to their own sentiments, they are be-
fore all o1iler things Styr1ans. Their habits and customs, as well as 
their national costumes, resemble those or the northern parts of Sty-
ria. Their language is based in many respects on words borrowed from 
the Oerm~, for e~ampleJ f!emeideamt - paisen, PrluS - ~, Schere-
jkridJa, Sessel - I.eszelb, Gewehr - .i!!!:., et!tzen - etzati, etc. The e 8 of the Valley of . rsve bave notliing in common wi th the Slovenea 
of Carn101aJ on the contrary, in many llgions the name "Krane", Car-
molian, is considered to be an inault.;;J 
The above statement i8 open to two radically <iif .ferent interpretation 
An analySiS of both alternatives leaves little room for doubt that this double 
meaning us the consciOUS and deliberate intention of those who formulated the 
argument. Thus, to the Allied experts the members of the Austrian Delegation 
interpreted the argument as follows. the inhabitants of Styria are Wends. 
Their hahi ta, custans, and national costumes are mostly the same as those of 
the Germane in Northern Styria. Their language is a mixture and is very near 
to the German language, as they "borrowed" many words from the German. The 
Wends are not Slavemans and they are not Slavs. They are a separate race, 8 
mixture, very near to the Germans. Because of their Styrian sentiment they 
should be un1ted with the rest of German Styria. 
At the same time, hovrever, the argument was capable of tiIlother can-
ven1ent interpretation. In the event that the Yugoslav Delegation should chal-
lense the argument as a falsification of historical facta, U1S Austrian Dele~ 
tion could simply reply in sffect: You misunderstand. W. simply raeant that 
the Wenda, or, if you prefer, the Slovenians of Styri8, differ regarding their 
, Memorandum on Styria, Annex C to Cbaorv'ations, SH-Bullet1.n No. 668 
in Almond and Lutz, Treaty.2!~. Germain, 391; the English equi valenta of the 
six words oited in this statement are as follows: CCllllftune office, plow, ac1.-
sors, chair, rifle, and 'to c19an or polish'. 
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customs, hab1ts, national costumes, and some words, fran the Sloven1ans of Car-
niola. We merely p01nted out that they are proud to be Styr1ans just as the 
Carn10lans are proud to be Carniolans. Th1s 1s only to say that there 115 a 
strong regional feeling in Styria. 'Ms merely makes the Germans and Sloven-
ians first Styrians, just as in Carinthia. 
The statement was prepared, of course, only far the first 1nterpreta-
tion, and it was this interpretation 1Ibich exerted a st.rong influence on some 
Allied experts. The reference to the "90% German majority" could and did creatl 
the impression that the whole Maribel" Basin had a German majority. The wording 
of this statement was, to be sure, very CaltiousJ it stated "belonging to them" 
In reality, the Germans had a majority in the city of Maribel" and in several 
large villages along the railroacl and some main roads. This was a consequence 
of the "Germanization" which has already been explained in this thesis. The 
fact of the matter was that. all of these places were merely artificial German 
enclaves within Sloven1an territ.ory. 
It might. be noted here that the habits, cust.oms, and national cos-
tumes of all t.he inhabitants of the Alps bave something in common. This fact 
does not prove, however, that all the inhabitants are Germans or close to the 
German nation. This region is a meeting-place of three main groups: the Ger-
man, the Roman (Italians and J.t'rench), and the SlaVic. Southern styria is much 
closer to Northern Styr1a with respect to habits, customs, and national cos-
tumes, than to the other Alpine lands since all of Styrla was settled by Slo-
vemans. However, the Slovenians of Northern Styrta were "Germanized'· before a 
national consciousness developed among them, and hence they regarded themselves 
as Germans. It is an established fact that a race ar nation can assimilate or 
r 
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take over the language of mother nation and can even regard itself as part of 
that nation, but its customs, habits, and national costumes will remain the 
same, or it altered, they will continue to show some traces of their origin. 
Hence, these arguments of the Austrian Delegation were more a proof that the 
whole of Styri.a was once Sloven1an, than a proof that the inhabitants of 
Southern Styr1a were Wends, bearing a close ethnic relationship to the Germans. 
Similarly, it is impossible to prove from six words that the language of one 
nation is based on the lan~;uage of another nation. At the same time, however, 
it 1s 1 nevi table that a nation held in subjugat1.on for centuries by another 
nation will incorporate some words from that nation into its Olm language. 
This is only natural, and cannot be interpreted to mean that the "slave" nation 
has lost its indi viduali ty. 
By the same token, a regional antagonism does not prove that the Sty-
rians and Carniolans are not one and the same nation, since this regional feel-
ing was officially cultivated and supported. by the "Gennanizatiorf' policy. 
The ethnic question has here been discussed by way of indicating the 
means employed by German diplomacy to seC\!re these territories. !,'or persons 
who were unfamiliar with the basic questions involved, the Austrian arguments 
could prove, as they must have proved, lllOSt conVincing. 
The .. Observations" further stated that the Klagenfurt and Maribor 
Basins had strong economic and commercial connectiona so that the one could not 
subsist without the other. This, it .1.11 be recalled, was the same argument 
advanced by the Yugoslav Delegation and supported ~J Dr, Johnson in opposition 
to Colonel Hiles' contention that the Klagenfurt Basin was a geographical and 
economic entity connected only with Austria and with no important connectiOIl8 
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wi th YugoslaVia. ~~aN that the Austrian Delegation was assured that the Carin-
thi~uestion had been resolved in its favor, it sought to revise its previous 
arguments and was content to allow the true facts to appear. en the basis of 
these strong economic ties between the Klagenfurt am Marlibor Basins, the Aus-
trian Delegation now requested a plebiscite for the Maribar Basin also. Thus, 
ironically, the identical argument which had been used to oppose the Slovenian 
claims to Carinthia was now used to support Austrian cla:1ms to Styria. 
To what lengths Austrian diplomacy went to justifY its claims to 
Styria is evident in another statement in the "Observations" I "In October 
1918, the city of Marburg declared itself in favor of the German Austrian nepub 
lic."6 The true facts in the case are BlOst revealing. In October of 1918 the 
delegation from Maribor had declared its support of the Austrian Monarchy and 
its opposition to the acceptance of an armistice which lfOuld destroy the Von-
archy. In October, hartever, the Monarchy was still in existence. The armistiC4 
was signed on November J, 1918, and the Emperor, Charles, abdicated on November 
II, 1918. The Austrian Republic was not proclaiJIed by the Austrian Parliament 
until November 12, 1918. 
The "Cbservations" also bear out the suspicion of a rather 1nnediate 
connection between Colonel Miles and the Austrian authorities. It is stated 
that when Colonel Miles arrived in Maribor on January 27, 1919, he suggested 
that the Oerrpns of the city complain against SlOV'enian terrorism to the Peace 
Conference. "Moreover, a memorandum was submitted to the Peace Conference, 
drafted on the adVice of Colonel JI11es, by the mandatories of the German popula .. 
6 Ibid., 392. 
-
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To all the aforementioned Austrian claims the Yugoslav Delegation re-
plied in a note sent to the president of the Peace Conference on August 11. In 
this note they rejected the Austrian theory that Styria was inhabited by .';!ends 
rather than Slovenians as historical untruth. The word Wenden had been used 
traditionally to mean Slovenian. PreVious Austrian legislation and all offic-
I 
ial statistics had recognized only Germans and Slovenians as inhabitants of 
Styria, Carinthia, and Carniola. The terri tory of the Maribor and Mura Basins 
had always comprised a single ethnic, geographic and adm:inistrative unit, and 
belonged to Southern Styria, of which Uaribor was the center. It is true, they 
said, that Vienna had economic interests in Southern Styrla, but Vienna was the 
capi tal. of the old Empire and, as such, it had economic interests in every land 
of the Empire. This certainly did not mean that all lands should be attributed 
to Austria simply because Vienna had formerly mai nta1ned interests in them. 
The Yucoslav note allegad that these cla1ma were merely a restatement, in new 
dress, of the old Pan-German policy: It!linterest!!!it right. lta 
The same note rejected the Austrian proposal that the lClagenfurt Baa1.l1 
should be divided into smaller units and at the same time rejected the pro-
posal that the voting be done by coaaUUlleS. The Yugoslav Delecation flatlY' re-
fused a plebiscite for Styria, stating that the plebiscite in carinthia had 
been forced upon them and that every plebiscite merely gave the Oermana "The 
formal right and possibility of stabilizing the results of their Germanizing 
1 ~. 
SH-BulletiR ~?~A2;ufgS}~oRal:ftHtt8e.;O~:€.i~~:eBe~g;u~~'~~'8~9l9, 
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s.ystem of V1olonce. n9 
On August 25. the Council of the Heads ot Delegations, sitting as the 
Supreme Council, accepted the claims of the Austrian Delegation and approved a 
plebiscite for ~;tyria on the intervention of the Italian representative, M. '1'1-
ttoni. The Territorial Comnittee was to prepare the articles regarding the 
plebiscite.10 
The Yugoslav Delegat10n formally pl1 0tested this decision in a note on 
August 26.U The note reaffirmed the previous Lugoslav position and went on 4S 
follows: 
It would, moreover, be incomprehensible it precisely concerning 
the Austrian frontier account were taken of every enclave created ar-
tificially by the well known system of Germanization in the heart of 
Slovene terri tory, and if it were desired to sacrifice the Vi tal in-
ta~sts of territory entirely Slovene to the enclaves which are encir-
cled by it.12 
On August 26. the question was discussed by the Territorial Committee. 
The French and British Delegations submitted that the proposed frontiers of the 
plebisci te area were artificial, and that the whole basin was a unit, and that 
this unit had been broken up for political purposes so that the Austrians might 
secure II majority. If a plebiscite was to be accepted, the British and French 
------.-
9 Ibid., 396. 
-
10 Minutes HD-38, August 25, 1919, in "'ore1,n Helat1ons" VII, 842. 
Proposed Reply to Austria, August 25" 1919, Appendix to Minutes HD-J8" August 
25, 1919, in ForaiE lielat.1ons, VII, 915-916J Slavit, "Drlavn1 prevrat", Slo-
venei, 261; ElirI1ch, "Mlrovna kon!arancs", Kol'dar 1922. uo. ---
II Note, Yugoslav Delegation to Peace Conference, August 26, 1919, 
SH-Bul1etin No. 808, in Almond and Lutz" !'rea::,g!~. Germain, 400-402. 
12 Ibid. I 402. 
-
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reasoned, it should be for the entire basin. Therefore the Districts of Ptuj 
and Ljutomer :'Ihould be included. Because of the railway connoction between 
Klaganfurt and Mllribor, the District of Dravograd am the Matica V nlley should 
be incorporsted into Zone !tAli of Carinthia.l ) The Italian Delegation supported 
the Austrian proposal. The American Delegation was at first undecided but 
later concurred in the Itslian opinion. 
Conoerning the adVisability of a plebiscita for Styria, the French 
and British Deleeat10ns pOinted out that the Yugoslav Delegation was also re-
questing plebiscites in the Banat, Ba~a, Baranja, Prekmurje, Styria, Carinthia 
Dalmatia, in the Slovenian Coastland, and in Istrta. Statistics indicated the 
presence of approximAtely aeventy-fi va thousand Sluvenians and only about seven. 
teen thousand Germans in the territory cl~d by Austria. Also, current Aus-
trian publications recognized that the frontier line previously adopted far 
Styria was in conformity with the ethnic line. The city of llaribor, the capi-
tal of Southern Styr1a, was also the hub of the Yugoslav railway network, where-
as the whole trllffic toward the north was artificially supported. The adm1n1s-
tration of this terri tory had for nine months been in Slcvenian hllnds with the 
authorization ~f the Al]8d Powers and no objection was raised by the Peace Con-
ference to this fact. Both too French and Uri tish Delegations Ilffimod that 
the Yugoslav Delegation waB correct when it stated that it had regarded the pr& 
viously proposed frontier in Styria as the final one. Up to this point the 
frontier of Styria had been regarded as indisputable by all stages of the Peace 
13 Report, Territorial Comm1tt.eo to Supreme Council, Appendix D, to 
Minutes HD-40, August 27, 1919, in It'oreie Relations, VII, 952-955; See 'Map 7, 
p. 83. 
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Conference. For these reasons the French and British Delegations opposed a 
plebisci te in St:lrl a. 
The Itru.ia.'1 and American Delegations, on the other hand, were in fa-
vor of such a plebiscita. They contended that other plebiscites demanded h; 
the Yugoslav DeleGation had nothing to do with the present treaty with flus-
tria but the't,. they should be disoussed in conneotion with the other treaties. 
1ihile they would not deny the presence of a Slovenian majority in the rural 
districts of the Maribor Bdsin, t~ asserted that. 
B.thera is nevertheless sufficient basis for belieVing that many ot 
these Slav peasants preter to be again attached to Austria because ot 
the economic interes~l1 which closely tie these regions to those of 
lUagenfurt and Gras. J.q 
They stated further: 
The fact that t12 Slovene nation is scattered over various geo-
graphic regions s.nd even regions with contrary interests (Valleys ot 
the Isonzo, the Save, Drave. etc.) does not justify the necessity of 
its unity against which three EPic) very atrone meographic and econ-
omic interests are opposed.1' 
The Ameri.can expert, Dr. Johnson, ;mo had been on vacation, returned 
at a critical moment. He strongly supported the position of the trench and. 
Sri Ush Delegations, and. sucoeeded in ohanging the point of view of the A.'7leri-
oan Delegatlon. Thus, the Amerioan, r'renoh, arxi British lJelegations agreed 
that a plebisol:be should be held for the whole Maribor uusin. lihen the Austria 
Delegation was 1nfornJ3d that the plebisoite would be held for the whole basin, 
it withdrew its demand for 11 plebiscite for Styria. Aooordingly, on August 29, 
14 Report, Territorial Committee to Supreme CounCil, Appendix n to 
~'(inute8 HD-40, August 27, 1919, in Foreign Relations, VII, 954. 
15 Ibid., 9,5. 
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the Supreme Council declared that there would be no plebiscite in 5tyr1a. On 
the intervention of ','. Tittoni it was decided to viva the city of Radkersburg 
to Austria without a plebiscite. The YUgOS1~1 Delegation protested this deci-
sion to no avail. Thus, the frontier of Sty-ria romaiMd the sarne taS had previ-
ously been decided, eJ[cept that too comnnme and c1 ty of Rndkeraburg went to 
Austria.16 
It is interesting to note that, at the time of the fight for BtjTia, 
Professor Coolidge was a member of the P.merican Delegation in Paris where he 
consistently supported the Austrian claims. The ed1 tors of Coolide;e' s life and 
letters camnent concerninG the cession of Undkersburg with the words: "'!"his 
created a salient in the new Austro-Jt~oalav frontier, but it saved at least 
one German town."17 Thus, the principle of the geOGraphic frontier so strongly 
urged against the Slover~an claims now was broken in favor of the national or 
ethnic principle in order to save "one German town." This town, which had been 
made IlC'~rman tI only wi thin the precoo:tng fifty years, WilS an enclave in a 510-
venian commune. Dr. Slav1~ remarked: "We did not get a single commune that 
did not belong to us one hundred per cent, and for the land that was clearly 
ours, we had to fight for every sinr;le Village. "16 
M. Clemenceau replied to the !\ustrian "Observations" and all other 
notes in his note accompanying the Reply of the Allied and Associated Powers on 
16 Minutes HD-h2, August 29, 1919, in Foreign }(elations, VIII, 2-); 
Slav1~, "Urtavni prevrat", Slovenci, 26). 
17 Coolidge and Lord, Archibald ~ Coolidge, 224-225. 
18 Slav1~, ttDrtavni prevr8~ Slovenc1, 26). 
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September 2, 1919.19 He pointed out that the new Austrian Republic was not a 
new state in precisely the same sense as the other states of the former Mon-
archy since the Austrian people, together with the Hungarian people, were re-
sponsible for causing the war, which they continued to support up until the 
time of their defeat at the front, at which time they did nothing to divorce 
themselves from the former government. 'l"he whole policy of the Hapsburgs in ad· 
ministering their Empire had been a policy of the supremacy of the German 
people over the other nationalities of the Empire, which supremacy had been 
supported by the German people since it assured them political and economic 
domination over their CCIIIpatriots. This system of domination over other nation 
had produced a progressive dependence of the Austrian Empire on Germany, the 
consequence of which was the subordination of Austrian poli tics to Pan-Oerman 
plans of dcm1nation which brought on the war. This policy of supremacy and 
domination had been, according to Clemenceau, the cause of one of the cruelest 
tragedies of the later war: 
••• one has seen millions of men belonging to the peoples subject to 
Austria-Hungary forced, under the penalty of death, to fight against 
their will in the ranks ot an anxv which served at the 8_ time to 
perpetuate their O'Rn serv1tude.20~ 
M. Clemenceau further pointed out that Vienna had formerly been the 
political and economic center ot this policy but that it had since lost most of 
the nations over which it had once dominated. This, Clemence au alleged, W8S 
the source of Vienna's present-day problems. It would be manifestly unjust, 
19 Covering Letter, Allied Reply to Austria, !)eptemoor 2, 1919, in 
Almond and Lutz, Treatl ~ §,:!. Gerraa1n, 225-2.11. 
20 Ibid., 227. 
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he concluded, to aid Vienna in overcoming her economic problems by ceding to 
her the lands which she had exploited in the past. 
Clemenoeau had carefully analyzed the Situation and had confronted 
the Austrian Delegation with the bitter truth. Mal'\Y Slovenian lands were 
claimed for Austria. for no other reason than economic interest. The Peace Con-
terence had already decided many times 1n favor of these economic interests, 
based on the past policy of supremacy and domination of the Germans, against 
Sloven1an claimS. This was the case with regard to Carinthia, and at a recent 
point in the negotiations 1t seemed that Slovenian Styria would fall III Victim 
to these interests also. 
After the receipt of the Allied Reply, the Austrian Delegation signed 
the Treaty of Peace on September 10, 1919. On September 15, Italy signed the 
Treaty and at the same time renounced i te claim. to the Jesenice "Triangle". 
The Yugoslav Delegation signed the Treaty on December 5, 1919. 2l 
The new frontiers of Slovenia on the north were now fixed. Slovenia 
had lost Western Carinthia, which was divided between Italy and AUstria. The 
Valley of Kanal with the District of Tarvisio and Ziljica went to Italy. The 
Valley of Gall with the District of V111ach went to Austria. The future of the 
Klagenturt Basin remained to be decided by the forthc<D1ng plebisc1 tee Sloven-
ian Styrta and Prekmurje were united with the rest of Slovenia in Yugoslavia. 
Slovenia lost, however, the railway connection between Spielfeld and Radkers-
burg and the villages along the River RUbJ the fanner territory was given to 
21 Wutts, Kaerntsns FreiheitokamPf. 321J Almond and Lutz, Treaty .2! 
St. Germain, 20-29. 
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Austria, and too latter to Hungary.22 Thus, only the future of the plebiscite 
area of Klagenfur't remained undecided. This question will be taken up in the 
following chapter. 
22 See Map S, p. 34 and Map 7, p. 8). 
CHAPTER VI 
THE PLEBISCITE IN CARINTHIA 
The Peace Treaty with Austria provided, in clauses 49 and SO, that 
the future of Carinthia should be determined by a plebiscite to be carried out 
under the supervision of an Interall1ed Commission composed of four members, 
one nominated by each of the Four Great Powers.l Since the United States 
failed to nominate its member, it was decided that a Yugoslav and an Austrian 
representative should be nominated also, but without granting them the right to 
vote. The Austrian repreaentativewas to be further restricted in that he was 
only to be allowed to attend those Commission meetings which involved Zone "8n 
of the plebiscite area. In reality, however, he was not only present at Zone 
"A" discussions, but was also consulted on the matter. 2 
By April 21, 1920, the abov8-designated Powers had norrdnated their 
representatives as follows •. Great Britain, Colonel Capel S. Peclq France, 
Caate Charles de ChambrunJ Italy, Principe LiVio BorgheBeJ Yugoslavia, Profes-
sor S. Oviji/. A...-tria, Captain Peter-P1rkham. Colonel Peck was to act as 
president of the Commission. Professor CYiji6, although an outstanding scien-
1 Rolarxl Ltl. Bryce, "The Klagenfurt Baa1.ntt , in Temperley, History 
of the Peace Conference, IV, 374-381. 
--
2 Ivan ~olger, "Quo vadimus", Slovenski Narod, Ljubljana, June 2, 
1921. 
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tist, was apparently no diplomat; he resigned after two mont.~s, after which 
time he was replaced by the former Yugoslav ambassador to London and Vienna, 
M. Jovan JovanoviJ. Each oommissioner retained a secretary and a stafr of ex-
perts. A Slovenian, Bruno Hugo Stare, served 8S secretary to the Yugoslav rep-
resentative.3 
The headquarters of the Commission was established at Klagenfurt, 
where its first meeting was held on July 21, 1921. The COmmission proceeded to 
set up the administrative machinery for its work, which resulted in the appoin. 
ing of an Interallied Seoretariat General, an Advisory Administrative Council, 
District Councils, and Commune CounoUs. The Interallied Secretariat was to be 
responsible for oompiling the minutes of the Plebisoi te Camniseion meeUnes and 
was to perform all other secretarial work for the Commission. Roland L'Estrangl 
Bryce served as Secretary General, and the remainder of the Seoretariat was oom-
posed of three secretaries representing l'ranoe, Britain, and Italy. The Advis-
ory Administrative Council consisted of three members, French, British, and 
Italian, with the Sri Ush member serving as chairman of the council. Its fune-
tion was to supervise the administration of the plebiscite area. 
Zone "A" was divided for administrative purposes into four districts: 
V61kermarkt, Bleiburg, Ferlaoh, and St. Jakob, each with its own District CoUll-
oil. As in the CBse of the Advisory CounCil, eaoh District Counoil was CaD-
posed of three members-British, french, and Italian. Later one Yugoslav and 
one Austrian delegate were added, but again without tte power to vote. The 
3 Bruno Rugo stare, "Db desetletoic1 Koroikega plebiscita", Koledar 
1931, Celje, 1931, 14-82. 
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District Conncils in turn organized the Commune Councils, appointed the ch~ir­
men and secretaries of these councils, established polling centers, and ruled 
on appeals concerning the compilation of the voting registers. Officers of the 
District Councils were directly responsible to the Plebiscite Commission. 
There were fifty-one Commune Councils formed in Zone "A", each of 
which was in charea of the polling places in its area. One polling place was 
designated for each 588 voters in the area; the total number of polling places 
was eighty. Each Camnune Council was composed of three members nominated by t 
Yugoslav district representative, and three nominated b.1 the Austrian district 
representative. Chairmen and secretaries were appointed by the District Coun-
cils in such a way that half of the total number should be rro-Austrian and 
half should be pro-Yugoslav. 
Acoording to the provisions of Article 50 of the Peace Treaty, the 
right to vote was extended to every individual twenty years of age who had been 
born in Zone "Aft of the plebiscite area and who had maintained "habitual resi-
dence" in one of the communes or Zone "An for six months, or if not bom in the 
zone, had made his permanent residence there tor a period of seven years prior 
to January 1, 1912. B;ut the Plebiscite Commission chose to 1.nterpret this 
SOlIlswhat differently: the term "zone" was used to designate the whole of the 
plebisc1te area. Consequently, the right to vote was extended to anyone twenty 
years of age who had been born in the Elebisci t! .!!:!! and had bab1 tually resid-
ed in Zone "A" for a1x months, or it not born in the area, had had "habitual 
residence" there for the seven year period. The meaning of "bahi tual residence 
was extended to include anyone who on or before January 1, 1919, had settled in 
the pleb1ec1 te area either with the obvious intention or under circumstances 
10,3 
which indicated an intention to make his permanent residence in the area.4 
Through t.~is broad. interpretation a lar~ number of German employees who accord-
ing to the toMS of the Peace Treaty would not have been permitted to vote, ,ver 
granted the privilega.5 
The next step of the Plebiscite Commission was to remove traffic re-
strictions between Zones HA" and "B", thus permitting free exchange between the 
two zones. This resulted in large-scale movement by automobile 0$ Germans from 
the "B" zone into the "Aft zone. Ihis migration os organized and carried out 
under the direct supervision of the Office for German Minorities in Berlin. 
This office took pains to locate all Germans born in Carinthia, and undertook 
to pay the expenses of their transportation to Zone "A". In this way about 
3,500 Gemans of Carinthian birth were returned to Zone "!" to participate in 
the plebiscite. A large majority of these people had never resided in Carin-
this since their birth, much less had they maintained "habitual residence" in 
Zone IfA".6 This practice of importing German voters to participate in the pleb-
iscite was rendered possible only by the liberal interpretations of the desig-
nated prOVisions of the Peace Treaty, which interpretations were suggested by 
the Austrian delegate and supported by the Italian delegate to the ~ebi.8ci te 
4 Bryce, IIfhe Klagenfurt Basin", in Temperley, Histo:;z.2£ ~ Peace 
Conference, 377. 
5 Ivan Tam$i~, "Nekaj pogledov na pravno organizicijo plebiScita na 
Koro~kem dne 10. oktabra 1920", Slovenski Pravnik, Ljubljana, XI-XII, 1935, 388. 
6 Ivan TadlE, "Pleblsc1t na Korolkem 8 pravne stran1", Koro~i 
Zbornik, Ljubljana, 1946, 4.33. 
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Commission, Principe LiVio .Borghese.7 In these activities of the Germans the 
ltilovenian residents or Carinthia IlCM sensed clearly' a return to German domina-
tt,ion.8 
An intensive propaganda campaign was undertaken by the Germans in 
Carinthia, also under the supervision of the Mlnori ties Office in Berlin. Such 
slogans as "We are Ca1"1nthians", 'Carinthia to the Carlnth1ana", "For a Free and 
!Undivided Carinthia", and "What are You-a Carinthian or a Serb?" received. cut'-
rency at this time. All of these slogans stressed the fact that Carinthia was 
an historical, geographic, and econ<Di.c unit, and hence it was the duty of 
every Carinthian to preserve this Wl1ty. Another fact which was exploited in 
the German propaganda was that in Auatria at this time tl'ere was no compuleor;y 
~litary service, whUe Yugoslavia was known to be a police atate. The people 
of Carinthia were told that, should the plebiscite favor Yugoslavia, they would 
be forced. by the militaristic Serbs to serve in one war after another. Under-
lying all this German propaganda dissem.1natedin Carinthia, expressed by' the 
German Carinth1an military leader, Dr. S<tieinacher, in these wOrdSI 
It was to me an irrefutable utt.er of course to conduct the pleb-
iscite, not towax-d a union with Aust~ia, but in favor ot the Great 
Ge.rman tuture. The votes tor Austria must preserve the prospect ot a 
hane return into the German Empire. As we were not able to cry' "Ger-
manyft because the Interallied Powers, especially the French, were 
watching for any German machination, and since we did not want to cry 
"Austria", our fighting word became "Carinthia". And we saw in Car-
inthia the old duc!w' ot the German Empire. 9 
7 Hans Stetnacher, ;i8:! in deutschor ~:. !!!! ~ !2!!! Kaerntner 
F'reiheitskampf', Vienna, 1943, )19, 344, 364. 
" 8 Stare, "eb desetletnic1 Koroskela plebiscita", Koledar 19J1, 79-80. 
9 5 teinacher, Sie g !.!l deutsoher. Nacht, 317. The following is the 
original German text. !tEa war mil" stets e~ne unumstoessliche Selbstverata&nd-
lOS 
Still another drastic decision on the part of tM Commission returned 
to the Oerman landowners those lands and industrial enterprises which had 
been taken from them and placed under Sloven1an admin1stration after ttE Peace 
Treaty. The police farce also came under the direct supervision of the Plebis-
cite Co:nmission. Meanwhile, the Germans had formed special groups known as 
"Pruegelbandenlt which terrorized many individuals known to have pro-Yugoslav 
sentiments. These Germans, if taken into custody by the Slovenians, were 
freed. by the Comm1ssion.10 The combination of the "German l'9turn" and the un-
favorable actions ot the Commission introduced a strong element of' fear into 
the plebiscite proceedings. 
At this point it would have been most helpful if the central 'lugoslav 
government in Beograd had supported the Slovenian government in 1 ts protests 
regarding Plebiscite Canm1ssion interpretations of the Peace Treaty. However, 
when 1n September, 1920, Dr. Brejc advised the Central government of the new 
decisions and pOinted out the disastrous effect they would have on the voting 
in Carinthia, the Central government failed to act. The Slovenian government 
resigned in protest on September 1), 1920) but its resignation was not accept-
ed. ll Since the Slovenian government at Ljubljana had no right to deal direct-
lichkei t, den Abstimmungskampf n1cht um den Anschluss an QiJsterreich, sondern 
um die grossdeutsche Zukuntt zu tuehren. D1e Stimmen fuer Oesterreich sollten 
die An\Wartschaft auf die F..eimkehr ins Reich wahren. Weil wir· aber wegan der 
aut "alldeutsche Umtriebe" lauernden Interalliierten, vor allam dar F'ranzoesen, 
nicht in der Lags waren, "Deutschland" zu ruten, wir "Oesterreich" nicht sagen 
woll ten, so wurde unser Kampfrut' eben "Kaernten". Unci rlr sahan in Kaernten da 
alte Herzogtum des Reichel." 
10 Stare, HOb desetletnici Korolkega plebiscita", .!2.1~ 1931, 16; 
Brejc, !tQi prevrata do uatave lf , Slovenci, 205. 
II Brejc, ffQi prevrata do ustave", ~lovenc1, 195-206. 
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ly with the Plebiscite Camn1ssion, it was powerless to act against Italian-sup-
ported Austrian propositions. 
During this time, the fifty-one Commune Counclla had prepared voting 
registers am had issued to each qualified voter a ticket bearing his name and 
his register number. Until September 28, 1920, anyone lIIho was not given such 
a ticket had the right to protest to his Commune Council. These protests were 
submitted on a special form, and, accanpanied by all documents, were given 
directly to the Commune Council, which then sent them to the District Council 
for final decision. This was the method used by the imported Germans to have 
their names placed on the regi.sters. 
'the Austrian representatives were given the right to appeal in these 
cases until October 3. During this period the Austrians presented to the Dis-
trict Councils not individual cases, but whole groups .!!l~. The District 
Councils then granted the right to vote, also en bloc, without any consultation 
--
with the Yugoslav representatives, who were thus not pem1tted to have a Voice 
in the decisions. In this way a large number of persons who had never made 
habitual residence in Zone "AI' ware placod on the voting registers.12 From 
September 28 until October 1 the voting registers were submitted to public in-
spection at the Commune headquarters, and anyone had the right to question the 
appearance of any name on the register. Any protests which resulted fran this 
inspection were presented to the District CooncUs" which had until October 8 
to decide upon the cases and prepare the final form of the registers. The 
following day the frontiers of Zone itA" were closed, and on October 10, 1920, 
12 Dragotin Lon~ar, Politika!!! zgodov1na, Ljubljana, 1923, 131-1.36. 
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the voting in the area took place. 
The formal vote was handled in this manner: each voter presented 
his voting ticket to the chairman ot the polling place, who c',ecked the regis-
ter to verify the name and number on the ticket. He then handed the voter an 
envelope and two ballots, one ot which was green and bore the wcrd "Austria" on 
it, and one ot white paper bearing the word "Yugoslavia". The voter proceeded 
to a small booth, where he tore in halt the ballot of the state tor which he 
was ~ voting and then inserted both the torn and untorn ballots into the en-
velope and sealed it. de lett the booth and handed the envelope to tts chair-
man, who imned1ately placed 1 t in a ballot box. 
The voting lasted trom seven o'clock in the morning until six. 0' clock 
in the evening. The ballot boxes were then closed and sealed. Originally the 
boxes were to have been sealed with the Connune seals, but a last minute decis-
ion by the Commission ordered taat special seals be prepared expressly far this 
purpose. They were procured in Klagenfurt, where it was 8:\Sily possible for 
the .Austrians to obtain them for their own uses. litter too boxes were sealed 
they were sent directly to the District CouncUs, where the envelopes were ex-
amined and the ballots counted. It had been decided by the Commission that a 
vote would be valid only if both ballots were in the envelope. During the two 
days which it took to carry out the examination of the envelopes, it was rela-
tively easy for the Austrians to gain access to them, since there was no con-
trol over the process by the Slovemans. Reverend G. M. 'trunk, a member of t.he 
Yugoslav Delegation in Carinthia, suggest.s that such manipulatiOns were quite 
possible.l ) 
1) O. M. Trunk, ftSpomin1", !!!. Maria" Chicago, 1922, XV, 220-221. 
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A..f'ter three days too voting count \yas oompleted, and on October 14, 
1920, Colonel Peck announced the results of the plebisciteJ Austria, 22,025 
votes, YugosLmria, 15,278 votes. In percentages this waSI Austria, 59%, Yuga-
slavia, 41%. In aocordance 'ldth the terms of the Peace Treaty, Zone "A" was 
given to '~iu6trla, and no plebiscite was reId in Zone ttB".14 
After this announcement, Dr. Rrejc again appealed to the Central gov-
ernment not to accept the results of the plebisc1 t/1, on the baSis of those de-
cisions of the Plebiscite Commission which had balanced the soalee in favor of 
the Austrians) ii' this was not possible, he proposed that the Central govern-
ment should demand the occupation of the territory south of the River Drava, 
where the plebiscite indicated a Slovenian majority vote. I ' The Yugoslav gov-
ernment acted upon the latter Jroposition and appealed to the Council of Ambas-
sadors in Paris that this territory be annexed to Yugoslavia. The appeal was 
rejected.16 
A leading role in the pro-Austrian decisions of the Plebiscite Com-
mission was pla;'!ed by the Italian delegnte, Principe Livio Borghesa. In recog-
nition of his services, the Austrian government after the plebiscite conferred 
upon him a large villa on the Woerthersee, "Cap Woerth".17 Borghese visited 
his villa each year, and in 1926 he confided to Vatev~ Rajner, the mayor or 
14 Sarah 'Nambaugh, Plebisoi tee since the ~ !!£ ~ ! Collection 
ot Official Documents, Washington, 1933, t, i6~. 
-
1; See Map 8, p. 109. 
16 Wambaugh, ~ebi8citeo since £!. World Vier, I, 201. 
17 Jurij r'elacher, RCb 2~etn1ci koroekega plebiscita", Slovenski 
poro~elavecJ l~ubljana, October 10, 194" 
MAP 8* 
THE PL8BISCITb; IN l!AhTNTHIA 
*source: Mal, Ziodovina, 1134. 
Legend: 
1 The nort.hern frontier of Zone "Au. 
2 The northern f'rontier of Zone nB". 
:3 The northern frontier of the terri-
tory in which the majorit;y vote 
favored Yugoslavia. 
4 the, boundary of the Crownland of 
Carinthia before 1918. 
S The state boundary between Austria 
and Yugoslavia atter 1920. 
6 Present-da;y German terri tory. 
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Loga ves, that it was OIring to his efforts that the Germans haEl won the pleb-
isci te in Zone HAlt .18 
Furthermore, there is some question as to whether Italy qualified for 
membership on the commission, since there is an international principle which 
states that the members of a plebiscite commission must represent non-partisan 
states. Italy most certainly did not qualify as non-partisan Since she had re-
ceived certain Slovenian coastal reglons which lvould have been endangered by a 
strong Slovenia. In addition, many Slovenian Carinth1a118 were held as prison-
ers of war until after the plebise1 te and an- Italian military un! t was station-
ed 1n Western Carinthia throughout the duration of the plebiscite. The pres-
ence of the latter added considerable weight to German propaganda which made 
use of the fact to assert that if YueoslnVia won the plebiscite, Italian troops 
would remain in occupation of the territory. On these grounds Italy should not 
have qualified for membership on the Plebiscite Commission.19 
The basis of decision for Slovenian Cartnthians in the pJl> bisci te had 
an entirely different aspect from that of the German Carinthians. The Germans 
had actually no problem, since their economic and nationalistic intP.restswere 
the same. However, the ~loven1an8 had to choose between their economic inter-
ests, which l~y with the Austrians, and their nationalistic interests, which 
were with the Slovenians of Yugoslavia. This fact was recognised by tte All.isa 
18 T~i~, "Plebiscit na Koro~kem". Koro~k1 Zborn1k, 446. T~i~ 
states that F'elacher gave him photos~at.1c copies or entries frall real estate 
records certified by the District Court of Rolek which indicate that "Cap 
Woerth" was purchased by the Carinthian government and donated. to Livio Borgbe 
I, 191. 
~ 19 Paul Fauch1lle, Traits 2! droit ~nternationa1 ~11cl Paris, 192), 
III 
as is indicated in a note of September 2, 1919, to the Austrian Delegation: 
In ttese conditions they f!.llied Powers] hllVe decided to grant 
to the population all latitude for conforming and according their 
economic interests with their national aspirations and to decide if 
they will, or will not, maintain their regional unity, and in this 
case remain united to Austria, or join the Serb-Croat-slovene Stat.e. 20 
The Slovenian position was further weakened by the fact that certain stronG 
Slovf!')nian areas, particularly the Valleys of Kanal, Oailitz, GaU, and Ye'Mca, 
the Jezersko Commul'lf, and a part of the Villach District were not included in 
Zone "A". 
The outcome of the plebiscite was truren RS a substantia-tion of Col-
onel Milas' report, as is indicated in a statement by Mr. Br./ce: nOne thing 
alone is certatn, t..!.te conclusion of Colonel Miles 1n his report was abundantly 
justified. n2l In reality, however, the plebincite proved nothinu of the sort. 
"'11es had proposed the Karavanke ~~ounta1ns as the boundary between Austria and 
Yugoslavia. The north 11ne of the territory in which there was a Sloven1an 
majority vote runs apprOximately along the line of the River Drava. The Slo-
ven1an majority vote territory, then, was that area between the River Drava and 
the Karavanke Mounta1ns. 22 Thus, the plebiSCite resulted only in a loss of 
c100ly that territory mich was proved unquestionably by majority vote to be 
Slovenian. It 'NnS, as Dr. Brejc stated, a natural conclusion of an unnatural 
historical policy.2) 
20 Almond and Lutz, Treati' -2!..~. qermain, 410. 
21 Temperley, Hist<lrt of the Peace COnfel'8nC6, IV, )80J Coolidge and 
Lord, i\rch1bal~.2.!!Z Coolidg!. 2m.-
22 See Yap 8, p. 109. 
23 Brejc, "Od prevrata do us tave " , Slovene1, 198. 
CRAPI'ER VII 
CONCLUSION 
By way of conclusion, it might be appropriate to analyse here the at-
titude and disposition of the representatives of the Four Creat Powers toward 
the lustra-Slovenian frontier question, and the general principles on which 
the8e rep~sentatives based their decisi~ns in regard to the question. 
throug~hout the entire Pesce Conference, the French representatives 
were in favor of the Slovenian clabls as interpreted by the Yugoslav Delegation 
They fully understood the problem or "Gernum1zation" I and consequently support-
ed the first Slovenian claim for the recognition or an historical frontier, as 
well as the subsequent Slovenian "Green Linen proposal for the Carinthia prob-
lem. However, they finally accepted the compromise solutions since they had no 
support from the other delegations, and, further, because they feared that too 
great a dismemberment 01' Austria would make her union with Germany inevitable. 
This latter reason explains why the French favored certain compromise solutioll8 
toward the end of the Conference, especially the allocation of Radkersburg to 
Austria. 
The Jt:nglish representatives were not especially concerned with the 
outcane of the problem. In general, they favored an ethnic line of diVision to 
a geographic one, since in· their opinion 1 t did not seem proper for one of 
their allies to sacrifice et!1n1c t-Irritory to a former enemy. Since the French 
U2 
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Delegation supported Slovenian claims and the Italian Delegation opposed the~, 
the English favored compromise. 
The Italian Delegation W8S detennined that Slovenia get as little 
territory as possible, since a weak Slovenia would be unable to orp!lize an 
irredenta in the SlO'1enian coastal regions claimed by Italy on tllt 'basis of 
the Pact of London. '£he Italian Delegation also opposed Slovenian olaims be-
cause of the TrieatB-Vienna-rai1way connection, Which, if the Jesen1ce "Tri-
anelelt remained in Slovenian handa, would result in Italian and Austrian goods 
being subjected to Yugoslav tolls and custom.<J inspections. 
Up untU the time of the MUes report, the American Delegation con-
curred with the French Delegation in supporting Slovenian claims for an ethnic 
line along the River Drava in Carinthia, after which time there was a radical 
change to support of Austrian claims. Although the American expert, Dr. John-
son, had some success in convincing the American Delegation of the unjustness 
of Austrian claims, he could not overcome the influence of the Miles report on 
the Delegation. Since President Wilson could not fully grasp the meaning of 
"Germanization" and could see only one meaning in the principle of self-deter-
mination, he supported the acceptance of a plebiscite for the Klagenfurt Basin 
as the best solution of the problem. 
President Wilson, and later the Allied Powers also, asserted that the 
nations which comprised the Austrian Monarchy should have the right of self-
determination, which meant Simply that they would have the right to dissolve 
the Monarchy and form new stat-as along national lines. This principle was then 
extended to cover questions 't'Vhich arose when the national or ethnic boundary 
between two nations was not clear, in which case the right of self-determ1natiD 
r 
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devolved upon the individuals comprising the disputed &rea. The right of the 
nation to choose either union with f,ustria, full indepel¥!ence, or union under 
a new federation of nations, can be called .!:!!. objective right .2! !!!!-deter-
m1nation; the right of too individual in a disputed area to choose the state 
to which he preferred to belong, can be called ~ subjective right .2! ~_ 
getermination. 
Provided that the definition of the word "nation" were agreed upon, 
there is no reason why the objective and the subjective rights should have 
})een in contradiction to one another. However, the Peace Conference had never 
attempted to define "natlon", Since it was assumed that the meaning was the 
same throughout Europe. '1'h1.s, unfortunately, was not the case. In Westem 
Europe "nation" meant a group of people united by language and fully awakened 
to their nati onal un1 ty. For example, the reeul ts of a plebisci to held in 
p'rencb-<k1rman territory would agree with the national statistics of that terri-
tory; each l"renchman would vote for France, each German for Germsl\Y. In a case 
such as this, the objective and subjective rights of self-determination would 
be in conformity with one another. 
In Central or Eastem Europe, on the other hand, the situation would 
be quite different, as was proved by the plebiscite held in Zone "A" of Carin-
thia. National statistics showed that the population of Zone ",Aft was 69% Slo-
venian and 31% German. Yet the plebiscite held 10 that area resulted in a 41% 
vote tor Yugoslavia and a $9% vote for Austria. That is to say, 28% of the 
Slovenians in the zone voted for union with Austria. Th1e would indicate that, 
al though un1 ted by language, the Slovenians in Carinthia were not as yet awak-
ened to their national unity. 
, 
I us 
It was precisely this ]a ck of national consciousness, and the advan-
tageous use of that fact by Austria which lost so much ethnically Sloventan 
territory for the Sloveniana. Had the representatives to the Peace Conference 
applied only the objective right of self-determination to the Car1nthia ques-
tion, there would have been no need. for a plebiscite. The Conference had only 
to choose between an historical frontier or the actual ethnic trontier, both 
clearly proved by Austrian statistics. The decision to hold a plebiscite, 
based upon the subjective right of self-determination, was then only a com-
promise among the varying opinions of the delegates to the Conference. 
That the Austrian Delegation did take advantage of its knowledge ot 
the retarded nature of Central and East European nationalism is fairly obvious. 
The objective right of self-determination was granted to the nations of the 
Austrian Monarchy in order to remove Austrian-German domination over non-Oerman 
nations. And ;yet, by use ot the subjective right of self-determination, the 
Austrians were applying the pressure of one hundred years or "Germanization" to 
these nations. In Carinthia in particular, the German influence had been 
brought to bear upon the Slovenian people as far back as the lat~r halt of the 
eighth century. Under this ldnd of domination, it was only natural that in de-
cid1ng for themselves whether to join the newly-formed federation ot Yugoslav-
ia or t~ state of Austria, they should revert to that which was most tamiliar 
and 1Ih1oh had proved. most llecure for them in the past. In th18 way the plebis-
cite in Carinthia resulted in precisely the reverse decis10n trOll that which 
the Pectoe Conference had intended 10 extending to the Car1nthians the right of 
self-determination. 
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APPENDIX I 
LIST 00' OEOORAPHICAL PLACE NAMES 
Since the maps furnished for this thesis were collected from various 
foreign sources, it was considered necessary by the author to supply the read-
er with a langua.ge cross-index of place names used 1n this thesis. English (E.) 
German (G.), Sloveman (S.), Italian (It.), Latin (L.), and French (F.) equiva-
lents have been provided wherever such cross-reference was deemed necessary for 
complete identification of geographical location. 
Abetall (0.) ••• .. .. .. • • • • • .. • • Apa~e (S.) Intla {S.) •• ~ • .. • • • • • • • • • .. EnDs (G.) fpa~ (5.). • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • Abstall (G.) gui ea (It., L.) • • • .. • • • • • • • Oglej (5.) 
ArnOIdsteln (G.). • • • • • .. • 
· 
.. • • Pod1cl~ter (5.) A881in~ (0.) ••• 
· · · 
• .. 
· 
.. 
· · 
• 
· 
Jesenice (5.) 
Auii40rf (0.) •• • • • • .. .. • 
· 
• .. • LogaVes(S.) 
Sachem (G.). • • • • • .. • • 
· 
• • .. • Pohorje (f>.) 
po 3aHro (S.) • • • • • • • • • • • f'aakersee (0.) 
Bela per (s.) • • • • • • 
· 
• • • 
· 
• • Weissenfels (G.) ~ s.) .... .. • • • • • • .. • • • V1llach (0.) 
ene . ell Slovenija (s. ). • • • 
· 
• .. • .tnetian SlOV~n1a. (E.) 
ihachoflak {G.) • 
· 
• • • .. • • .. .. • • • ofja J .. oka (,":,.) Bistr1ca (s.) ... • • • • • • • • • • • ,'eistritz (0.) 
firatol£a.d (S.) •• • • • • 
· 
• 
· · 
.. • .. Moosburg (G.) 
Ble1burs (0.) •• 
· 
.. • .. 
· 
.. • .. • .. • Pllberk (s.) 
SOrOVlje (5.) 
· 
• • • .. • • • • .. 
· 
.. • 1<-'erlaoh (0.) 
§:do ( .) •• • • .. • .. • 
· 
• .. • • • • Egg (0.) BreI., (5.) ...... • .. • • .. .. 
· 
• • • 
· 
.. mi .• aoh (G.) 
tlruekl (G.) • • • .. .. • 
· 
• • • .. .. • • Moet1~~e (B.) 
Canale (It.). • • • .. • • 
· 
• • • • • • Kanalska dolina (8. h Kanaltal (0.) 
<!ar1nth1a (E.) .. • • .. .. • 
· 
• • • • • • Karantan1ja (5. >J Korolka (S.); Koro-
tan (S.); Kaernten (G.) 
Ca.rn1ola (E.) ... .. • .. 
· 
• • • • .. • • Kranjska (S.); Krain (G.) 
eeloveo (S.) ••• • • • .. • • • • .. • • Klagenfurt (G.) 
Civrtas Carantana (L. ). • • • • .. • • • Krnsld grad (S.); Karnburg (G.) 
eoasUana n~. J. • • • • • .. • .. 
· 
.. .. • Primorska (S.); Venizia Ciulla (It.) 
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Danube (E.) .. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • Donava (s.), tJonau (0.) 
IDiex .{ G.) • .. • • • • • 
· 
• 
· · 
• • • • 
Djek~e (s.) m (f5.) • .. 
· · · 
.. • • • .. .. • .. • 
niex (0.) 
Co raves (5.) 
• • • .. .. • • 
· 
• 
· 
• .. 
E:berndorf (G.) 
n01ira! (s.) ... • • • • • • 
· 
.. • • • • 
Dobratsch (G.); Villaeher ~pe (0.) 
uobratach (G.). .. • .. .. .. • .. • • • • • Vi11acher Alpe (G.), Dobrae (S.) 
Donau (M.) .... • .. • .. .. • • • · ... • 
· 
Danube n:.) ; Donava (s. ) 
f50nava (S.) .... • 
· 
.. .. .. • • • .. • • 
.. Danube (E.), Donau (0.) 
Drau (G.) .... .. .. .. • • .. 
· 
.. .. • .. • l)rave (1'. ); Dravs. (s.) !Fr&.U'burs (( ~ .. ) • • .. • .. 
· 
• .. • • .. 
· 
• Dravograd (s.) 
firava ( £5.) .... .. .. .. • .. • • • .. • .. .. Drave (F.) J Drau (0.) 
Drave 0'.). .. • 
· 
.. • • .. • .. .. .. • • .. Drava (S.); Drau (G. ) 
15ravoirad (f; .. ) .. • • • • • .. • .. • .. .. .. Drauburg (G.) 
Eberndorf (0.) ... • .. .. .. .. 
· 
• • .. • • 
Dooorlaves (5.) 
~gg (0. ~ ........ 
· 
.. • 
· 
.. 
· 
• .. .. • .. t;:0 (S.) 
",isenka2})el (G.). .. .. ... • .. .. 
· 
.. .. .. • elezna Kapla (s.) !~ne (o.) ..... 
· 
.. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 
Anita (S.) 
F.tnavas (5.) ••• .. • • 
· 
.. • • • .. .. • Ettendor! (G.) 
Etteii'dort (G.). • .. 
· · · 
.. 
· 
• 
· 
.. .. • 
Etnavas (5.) 
f'aakersee ({1. ) .. • .. • 
· 
• • .. • 
· 
.. .. .. Basko jezero (5.) 
Jeistritz (G.) .. .. .. .. • .. .. • • • .. .. • Bi8trioa (S.) 
Feldkirchen (G.). .. • 
· 
• • • • • • • • Trg (S.) 
!'erlaeh ~ G. ) .. • • .. .. 
· 
• • .. .. • • • • 
Borovlje (S.) 
Freidau (G.). • • 
· 
• • 
· 
• • .. • .. • • Ormol (G.) 
Freisach (G.) 
. .-
.. • • 
· 
.. 
· 
.. • 
· 
.. 
· 
• 
· 
BreH (S. ) 
Gail (G.) • • • • • .. 
· 
• • .. .. • • 
· 
• 
7,ilja (f'.) 
OiIIitz (G. ). • • .. • .. .. .. • • .. • .. • Ziljica (5.) 
<lailtaI (G.). • .. • • • .. • 
· 
• .. .. • • Ziljska dolina (s.) 
Glan (G.) •• • 
· 
.. • 
· 
• 
· 
.. .. • 
· 
.. .. Glina (s.) 
Olanfurt (0.) Cliniea (Q ) 
· · · · 
• 
· 
• • .. • • • • 
Ie,. 
Oiina U;.) •• • .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • .. • • Glan (0.) 
GIinica (S.). • • • • 
· 
.. • • • • • • • Glan.furt (G. ) Goerl.2,o(G.) • 
• .. • • • • • • • .. • • .. Gonea (;3.); Corizia (It.) 
llorica (S.) .. .. • • • • • .. • • • • • • Goertz (G. ); Oorizia (It.) 
Gonaie (It.) • • • • • Goert13 (0.); Corica ((' ) • • • .. 
· 
• .. • 
.. ~. 
G ~ t (e) Maria Sad (G. ) ,gsp! .. )ve a . ,,"). • • • • • • • • .. • 
· 
• 
So::;posvetS'ko ~ (S.) • • • • • • .. • Zollfeld (G.) 
Grab~~~ (S. • • • • • 
· 
• .. 
· 
.. .. .. .. Grafenstein (G.) 
oradilka (B.) ••••• • • .. .. • .. .. • Grad.iska (0.); Grado (It.) 
Grilido (ft.) • • • • • • • • .. • 
· 
• • • Gradiska (G., 5.) 
Orafenntein (G .. ). • .. • • • .. • • • • .. Grab'Stani (S.) 
C'lreb1nJ (6') Oriffin G.) ... =. . • • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. 
Griffin (G.). .. .. • • • .. • • • • • .. • Grebinj (s.) 
Gurk (G.) 
-
• • • • • • • • 
· 
• • • • • • Krka (8.) 
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~raaEr (G.) • • • • • .. .. • .. • • • • ~mohor (s.) 
Isonzo (0., It.). 
• • • • • • • • • .. • Sola (s.) Tetra (s.) ..... 
• • • .. • • • • • .. • Istrien (G.) J Istr1a (It.) 
rstria (It.). 
• .. • • • • .. • • • • .. • Istrien (G. >J Ietra (~.: .. ) !str1en (G.). • • • • .. • .. .. • • • .. • Istria (It. h Istra (8.) 
Jeaenice (8.) 
• • • • • • • • .. • • 
· 
• Assling (0.) 
Jezersko (S.) 
• ••• • • • ••• • • • • • Beeland (G.) 
Kaernten (0.) .. • • • • .. • • .. • • .. • Carinthia (1~ .. ); Koro~ka (S.) j Korotan (S.); Karantanija (S.) 
Kaoaleka dolina (5.). • • • • • • .. .. • Kanaltal (0.), Canal (It.) Ranaita! {o., ••• • • • .. • • • • • • Kanalska dolina (s.), Canal (it.) !arantaD1ja (5.). 
• • • • • • .. .. • .. • Korot(ka (~;.); Korotan (5. h Kaernten (O)J Carinthia (E.) 
Karavanke (5.) ••• • .. • .. • .. • .. • • Karawanken (0.) Karawanken (0.) .. .. .. • • • • • • • .. • Karavanke (5.) R~O.) • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • CiVitas Carantana (L.) J Krnski grad (5. ' 
rIasen-- (o.) •• • • • • • .. 
· 
• • • Celovec (S.) Koettmannsdorf (0.) • • • • • • • .. • • Kotaara ves (S.) 
forolka (S.' •••• • • .. • .. • .. • .. • Korotan (S.); Carinthia (E.)J Karan-
taniia (S.)J Kaemten (G.) 
Korotan (S.). • • • • .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. (oro ka (5.); Carinthia (E.)J Karan-
tanija (5.) J Kaernten (0.) 
Kotmara vos (S.). .. .. • • • .. .. • to • • Koettmannsdorf (0. ) Rrain (07). .... .. • .. .. • .. • 
· 
.. • • C&miola (K.), Kranjska (5.) 
rranJ.ka (S.) •• • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • !train (0.) J Carniola (8.) Krka{S.) ...... .. .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. • Gurlc (0.) 
Rrnski £!!:! (S .. ). .. • .. .. .. • • .. .. • .. C1vitas Carantana (I •• ), Karnburg (G.) 
~ 
Labodnica (8.). .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. .. Labo~nica (S.), Lavant (I.) LaboliiIca (~; .. ) .. 
• • .. • .. • • • • .. .. • tabodn1ca (b.) J l..avant (0.) Labiid {S.) .... .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. • .. Lavauend (0 .. ) 
tir6ich (0.) •• • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. Ljubljana (S.) Idivamuend (0 .. ). • • .. .. .. • • • • • • .. Labue (8.) Lavant Cd.) ... • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • • .. • Labodnica (s.), Labotniea (5.) !L~ ubel'j (S.). • .. .. • • • • • .. • .. • • Loibl (0.) L~ ubljana (S.). • .. • • .. • .. .. .. • • • Laibach (0.) iI.; iutomer (5.) .. .. • .. • • • .. .. .. • .. .. 1uttenb8rg (0.) ILoibl {O.).. • .. • 
· 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • Ljubelj (B. ) t~£a 'Ves(S.) .. • .. • • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. Augadorf (0.) 
lL'llttenbers (0.) .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • • " .. Ljutomer (S.) 
Jlarburg (G.) .. .. • • • • .. • .. • • • 
· 
• Maribor (5.) 
IKaria 5aal (0.) ... • • • • " • • • • .. • Gaspa Sveta (8.) IMaribo~. ). • .• • " .. " • .. • • • " .. Marburg (G.) IMet1ea ['.r0Wlll (B.). • • .. • • • " .. • • llri:essburg (0.) IMel1ca .[Ri ve~ (8.) .. • " " .. • • • • • )ftaasbaoh (0.) 
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M.li •• dolina (S.) • • • • • • • • • • *.S8t.81 (0.) 
Miessbach {o., .. • • • • • • • • • • • Melica rT.~ (" .. ) 
iIessburS (G.). • ••• • • • • • • • • • Mezic. owr(J S.) 
Miesst.&i (G.) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mallska dolina (~).) 
Monoltei= (S.) • • • • • • • • • • • • • St. Gotthard (0.) iiooa'6Urg (G.) 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
• Blatograd (S.) 
Mostllee (s.) • • • • • • • • • • • • • Bruek! (G.) flur (G.j • •• • • • • • • 
· 
• • • • 
· 
• Uura (S.) 
Dura (s.) •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • tlur (0.) 
iurek (S.). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Mureck (G.) 
Mureck (G.) • • • • • • • • • .. .. • • • Yurek (S.) 
~ (s.). • • • • • • • • • • 
· 
• • • Aquilea (L. J It.) 
Ormo (s.). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l"reldau (0.) 
Pettau (0.) •• • • • • • • • • • • • • ?tuj (S.) 
Piiberk (S.) •• • • • • • • • • • .. • • Blelburg (0.) 
PodklO1ter (S.) • • • • • • • • • • • • Amoldstein (0.) 
POdrol!ica (s,) • • • • • • • • • • • • Rosenbach (G.) ~~orje (s.). • • • • • • 
· 
• • • • • Bechern (G.) 
ontabelJ (s.). • 
· 
.. .. .. .. • .. .. • • • 
Pontafel «(} .. ) J Pontebba (It.) 
Pontarei (0.) • • • .. • • • • • • • • • Pontebba (It.)J Pontabelj (5.) 
Pontebba (It.). Pontai'el (G.)J Pontabelj (f., ) .. • .. • • .. • .. .. • • .. t."". 
fJraerhOf (0 .. ). • • .. • • .. • • • .. • .. Pragersko (S.) 
'fJratr=8ko (s.). • • • .. ••• • • .. • .. • Pragemof (0.) 
'?'re iI (~.) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • • Predl1pass (0.) ?rediIE!ss (G.) • • • • • • .. • .. .. • • Predil (S.) ~imorsk8 (5.) .. .. • .. .. .. • • • • • • • Coastland (E.)J Venezia Giulia (It.) 
PiuJ Is.~ • • • .. • • • • .. .. .. • • • • Pettau (G.) 
Raab (0.) ... .. .. .. • • • • .. • • .. • • Raba (5.) Iiba (s.) ... .. • • • • .. .. • • • • • .. Raab (G.) 
!iaiona (S.) ••• • • .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. RudkeraburR (0.) 
flBakersbul"S (G.). .. • • .. • • • • • • • Radpa (S.) 
:aidiiiannsdorf (0.) • .. • .. .. • .. • .. • • Hadovljica (S.) 
RGdovlj1ca tS.) • .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • • • Radmannsdorf (G.) 
Rosegl {G.) ....... .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • RoKek (5.) 
Rosen ach (G.).. • • .. • • .. .. .. • • • • podrol~1ca (s.) RoaentaI (G.) •• • .. • • • .. • .. .. .. .. Hor (s.) 
lor (s. , .... • • 
· 
.. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • Rosental (G.) 
troIek (S.). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Rosegg (0.) 
Sava (5.) •• • • • • • • • • • • • • " Save (0.) 
!';ave (0.) •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • !~ava (s.) ~e!an4, (0.) ••• .. • .. • • • • • • • • Jezersko (S.) 
uKofja 10ka (S.). • • • • • • • • • • • Bischofialc (0.) 
Slovenia (E.) •• • • • • • • • • • • • Slovenija (S.); Slowenien (~) 
!!oveniJa (S,). • • • • • • • • • • • • Slovenia (E.); SloweDien (G. ) §iowenten (0.). .. • « • • • • .. • • • • Slovenia (E.) J Slovenija (s.) , 
lJJ 
.. 
~1n (8.) •• • • • .. • • 
· 
• 
· 
• .. .. 
St. A.!artin (G.) 
~mohor (5.) ••• 
· 
• 
· 
• • .. .. 
· 
.. • • 
Hemagor (a.) 
soBa (s.) .... • • 
· · 
• 
· 
• 
· 
.. • • • ~onzo (0., It.) SEielfeld (G.) •• .. .. .. .. • 
· 
• .. .. .. • 
LJpilje (S.) 
jP11j e (S.) ... .. • .. • .. .. • • • .. • • Sp~elfeld (G.) 
gtaJerska (5.) ••• • • • • .. • • • • • Styria (E. h ~te1ermark (G.) j.eiermark (G.) .. • • • .. • .. • • .. • .. ~tyr1a (E;)~ tajerska (0.) ~t. Ae~ (0.) .... .. • • .. • • .. • • • t. Ilj (,' .• ~t. Oo~ard (G.) ........ .. .. • .. • .. Uono~ter (s.) !t. ~ (s.) .......... .. .. • • • • St. Aegyd (0.) n. ob in Rosental (G .. ). • .. • .. • • ~t. Jakob v Rozu (5.) !to JakoO V-Roru (S .. ~ ••• • .. • • .. .. t. Jakob in R08ental. (G.) i. ~art1n -(G.). • • .. .. • .. • • • • • artin (S.) !to ?aiil (0.) • .. .. • • .. • .. • • • .. .. t~t .. Pavel (5.) 
t. Pavel (S.) •• .. .. • .. • .. .. • • • • St. Paul (0.) !rt. ftupert (s.) ..... • .. • • • • • • St. Ruprecht (G.) ~. Ruprecht (G.) • • • .. • • • • • • • ~t. Rupert (S.) 
• Viil (0.) •• .. • .. .. • • • • • • • ~t. Vid (S.) ~. vra-(S.) ••• • • • • • • • • • • • St. Ve1t (G.) ~~~ (E.) .... • • • • • • • • • • • ltajeJ:"ska (5.) J Ste1ermark (G.) 
Tams (G.) • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • Trb1t (5.), Tarv1s10 (It.) frarv1s10 (It.). • • • • • • • • • • • • Trb1l (s.); Tarvis (G.) 11"611 (S.) ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • Tarvis (G.); Tarvisio (It.) ~ (S.) ••• • • • • • • • .. • • • • • F'eldk1rchen (G.) 
. r1est (G.) • 
• • • • • • • 
· 
• • • • • Trst (5.), Trieste (It.) 
Trieste (It.) • • • • • • • • .. • • • • Tret (S.); Triest (G.) l'rBt ~s.) . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • Trieet (G. }J Trieste (It.) 
Velden (G.) ... • • • • • • • • • • • • Vrba (S.) Velikovec (S.) ••••• • • • • • • • • V61kermarkt (G.) Venetian Slovenia (E.). • • • .. • • • • l3eMaka Slovenija (S.) Venezia G1ul1a ( it. ). • • • • • • • • • Coastland (E.); Primorska (s.) 
ViIlach ~d.' ...... • • • • • • • • • Ueljak (S.) 
Viliacher £lff (G.). • • • • • • • • • Dobratsch (G.); Dobra6 (5.) V8Ikermark ~ .• ). • 
• • • • • • • • • • Velikovec (S.) Vrba (s.) ...... • • • • • • 
· 
• • • VaIden (G.) i7rbsko Jezero (S.). • • • • • • .. • • • Vioertharsee (0.) 
Weissenfeis (G.). • • • • • • • • • • • Bela pet (s.) Windischbuechein (0.) • • • • • • • • • Slovenske gorice (:3.) WinaIsch ... feistritz (G.) • • • • • • • • Slavenska uistr1ca (s.) Woerthersee (5.) ..... • • • • • • • • Vrbsko jezero (S.) 
v 
Zelezna KjPla (5.). • • • • • • • • • • Eiaenkappel (G.) 
ZilJ8 rS. • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • Gail (G.) 
Zilj1ca (!3.). • • • • • • .. .. • • • • • Gailitz (0.) 
Ziljska dolina (S.) • • • • • • • • • • (}ai1tal (G.) 
Zollfeld ~G.) ••• • • • • • • • • • • OospoBvetsko polje (s.) 
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